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The nation as a whole is vitally concerned in the 
development of education everywhere to the highest 
standards and to complete universality. Selfgovern-
ment . can succeed only through an instructed elector-
ate. The more complex the problems of the nation 
become, the greater is the need for more and more ad-
vanced instruction. Moreover, as our numbers in-
crease and a_s our life expands with science and inven-
tion, we must discover more and more leaders for every 
walk of life. We cannot hope to succeed in directing 
this increasingly complex civilization unless we can 
draw all of the talent of leadership from the whole · 
people. One civilization .after another has been 
wrecked upon the attempt to secure sufficient leader-
ship from a single group or class. If we would prevent 
the growth of class distinctions and would constantly 
refresh our leadership with the ideals of our people, we 
must draw constantly from the general mass. The 
full opportunity for every boy and girl to rise through 
the selective processes of education can alone secure 
to us this leadership.-
From the Inaugural Address, 
Herbert Hoover. 
TEACHING 
I had rather earn my living by teaching than in 
any other way. In my mind, teaching is not merely 
a life work, a profession, an occupation, a struggle: 
it is a passion. I love to teach. I love to teach as a 
painter loves to paint, as a musician loves to play, as 
a singer loves to sing, as a strong man rejoices to run 
a race. Teaching is an art- an art so great and so 
difficult to master that a man or woman can spend a 
long life at it, without realizing much more than his 
limitations and his mistakes, .and his distance from the 
ideal. But the main aim of my happy days has 
been to become a good teacher, just as every architect 
wishes to be a good architect, and every professional 
poet strives toward perfection. 
- William Lyon Phelps 
A TRIBUTE 
TO THE UNKNOWN TEACHER 
And what of teaching? Ah, there you have the 
worst paid, and the best rewarded, of all the vocations. 
Dare not to enter it unless you love it. For the vast 
majority of men and women it has rio promise of wealth 
or fame; but they, to whom it is dear for its own sake, 
are among the nobility of mankind. 
I sing the praise of the unknown teacher. Great 
generals win campaigns, but it is the unknown soldier 
who wins the war. 
Famous educators plan new systems of pedagogy, 
but it is the unknown teacher who delivers and guides 
the young. He lives in obscurity and contends with 
hardships. · For him no trumpets blare, . no chariots 
wait, no golden decorations are decreed. He keeps 
the watch along the borders of darkness and makes 
the attack on the trenches of ignorance and folly. 
Patient in his daily duty, he strives to conquer the 
evil powers which are the enemies of youth. He a-
wakens sleeping spirits. He quickens the indolent, 
encourages the eager, and steadies the unstable. He 
communicates his own joy in learning and shares with 
, boys and girls the best treasures of · his mind. He 
lights many candles which, in later years, will shine 
back to cheer him. This is his reward. 
Knowledge may be gained from books; but the 
love of knowledge is transmitted only by personal 
contact. No one has deserved better of the republic 
than the unknown teacher. No one is more worthy 
to be enrolled in a democratic aristocracy, "kind of 
himself and servant of mankind." 
-Henry Van Dyke. 
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COLLEGE CALENDAR FOR 1930-1931 
SUMMER SESSION 
Registration .......... . . ........ ....... ........ ..... Monday, June 16, 1930 
Class work begins .............. . .... Tuesday, June 17, 1930 
Session ends... . ... Friday, July 25, 1930 
FALL QUARTER 
Registration * ................ : ..................... Tuesday, September 2, 1930 
Class work begins .. .... ... ......... ........ Wednesday, September 3, 1930 
Quarter ends .... .................. .. ........ Wednesday, November 26, 1930 
WINTER QUARTER 
Registration of new students ............ Monday, December 1, 1930 
Class work begins .............................. Tuesday, December 2, 1930 
Christmas vacation begins ................ Friday, December 19, 1930 
Class work resumed .... ........ ................ .. .. Tuesday, January 6, 1931 
Quarter ends ..... ................... ........................ Friday, March 6, 1931 
SPRING QUARTER 
Registration of new students ........... ....... Saturday, March 7, 1931 
Class work begins......... . .. . Monday, March 9, 1931 
Easter vacation begins .. ....... ........... .......... Friday, March 27, 1931 
Class work resumed ... .. ........ .. .......... _ .Tuesday, April 7, 1931 
Commencement........... , .Thursday, June 4, 1931 
*All students will meet in the College Assembly Hall at 9:00 A. M., Tuesday, 
September 2. Conferences with faculty advisers will be held, credits will be ad-
justed, and students will be advised in regard to choice of curricula. Students 
should arrive in St. Cloud on Monday, September first, to make living arrange-
ments for the quarter. • 
Inquiries regarding admission, living conditions, courses, etc., will be promptly an-




GEO. A. SELKE ...................... ............ ........ ............ .................................... President 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; B. A., College of Eudcation, University of Minne-
sota; A. M., Teachers College, Columbia University; Graduate Student, University of Minne-
sota and Columbia University. 
Teacher in Rural and Graded Schools; Principal of Graded· Schools, North Dakota ; County 
and City Superintendent of Schools, Minnesota; Assistant Director of Graded and High 
Schools, Director of Rural and Consolidated Schools, State Department of Education, Minne-
sota; Instructor, Assistant Professor and Professorial Lecturer, University of Minnesota; 
Professor of Education, Summer Session, University of Missouri; State Teachers College, 
St.Cloud, 1927-
JOHN E. TALBOT .................. .... .. .. .. .. ................................. Director of Training 
A. B., Nebraska Wesleyan University; A. M., Teachers College, Columbia University; Graduate 
Student, University of Nebraska, University of Chicago, and Columbia University. 
Teacher in Rural Schools, grades, and high schools, and Superintendent of Schools, Nebraska; 
Assistant Superintendent of United States Government Schools, Canal Zone, Panama; Di-
rector of Training Department, State Normal College, Bowling Green, Ohio; Professor of 
Education, Summer Session, Ohio State University; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1921-
BEULAH DOUGLAS .......................... ... .. .................. Supervisor of Kindergarten 
Graduate, Milwaukee Kindergarten Training School; Student, University of Minnesota; Uni-
versity of Chica'go; Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Kindergarten Director, Milwaukee; Primary Teacher, Minneapolis; Principal of Milwaukee 
Vacation School; Instructor, Summer Session, University of Minnesota; State Teachers Col-
lege, St.Cloud, 1902-
..../.. *GEORGE H. LYNCH ......... ..... ............. ....... ... ..... Physical Education for Men 
/1 Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; Student, Harvard Summer School; Notre Dame 
School for Coaches. · 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1903-
ALBERTIN A C. ANDERSON .. .. ...... ............. .. Supervisor in Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; Student, University of Minnesota, and Teachers 
College, Columbia University. 
Teacher and Grade Principal, St.Cloud, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1905--
JULIA E. BOOTH ................•..... .. ............. .... .... .......... ............................... Literature 
B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University; A. M .. University of Chicago. 
Teacher and Principal Qf High School, Marshall, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 
1905-- · 
EVALIN PRIBBLE .... .... .... : ....... .. ..... ...... ..... ...... ................... ....... ......... .... .... English 
Graduate, Teachers College/ Winona; B. S., Graduate Student, Teachers College, Columbia 
University and University of Minnesota. 
Grade Schools of Sauk Center and Anoka, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1906-
BLAN CHE E. ATKINS ....•. .. .... ................................ ... ... .... Technic of Teaching 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; Ph. B., Hamline University; A. M., University 
of Minnesota; Graduate student, Columbia University and University of Chicago. 
Teacher in grades and vacation schools, Minneapolis; Instructor, University of Minnesota.; 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, l.906-
LEON ARD A. WILLIAMS ...... .......... .. .. ....... Visual and Industrial Education 
A. R. P. S., Royal Photographic Society of Great Britian; Student, New York University; Stu-
dent, New York School of Fine and Applied Arts; Pictorial Photography Student, F. C. Til-
ney, London; Industrial Photography Student, Hillary G. Bailey, Indianapolis; Visual Edu-
cation Student, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y. 
Draftsman and Designer, Experimental Department Machinist and Shop Foreman, Dixon, 
Ill.; Director of Manual Arts, Dixon, Ill.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1907-
CARRIE E. MINICH ....... . . ............................... Fine Arts 
Student, Art Institute, Chicago; Academy of Fine Arts and Prang School, Chicago; Special 
Student, Design Art Institute, Chicago; Applied Arts School, New York City; Student, 
University of Chicago. 
Studio Teaching, Paola, Kan.; Supervisor of Drawing, Brainerd, Minn., and Billings, Mont.; 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1908-
DARIUS STEWARD ....... ........ .. .................... ................... . .......................... History 
A. B., Dartmouth College. 
Rural Schools of New England and Minnesota; Grade Principal, Garden City, Mankato, and 
St.Charles, Minn.; Supt. of Schools, Rochester, Minn., Fargo, N. D., and Stillwater, Minn.; 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1908- _ 
CARRIE BARDEN ........................................................................................ English 
A. B., Upper Iowa University; A. M., University of Michigan. 
Principal, High School, Waukon, Iowa; English Department, Oshkosh Normal School; State 
Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1910-
CHARLOTTE M. KNUDSON ........................................ . ..Rural Education 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; Student, University of Minnesota and University 
of Chicago. 
Rural Schools of Minnesota Grade Teacher, Pelican Rapids; Teacher and Grade Principal, 
St.Cloud, Minn.; County Superintendent, Otter Tail County, Minn.,; Instructor summer 
session, University of Minnesota; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1912-
STELLA R. ROOT ................................ ......................... .. ................................. Music 
Ph.B., and Ph.M., Hillsdale College, Mich.; Diploma, American Institute of Normal Meth-
ods in Music, Evanston, Ill.; Student, New England Conservatory, Boston, Mass.; Walter 
Spry Music School, Chicago, Ill. 
Supervisor of Music~ Jackson, Mich.; Springfield, and Peoria, Ill.; Director of Music, School of 
Education, University of Chicago; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1913-
CLIFFORD 0. BEMIS ........................................................................ Mathematics 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B. A., University of Minnesota; Graduate Student, 
University of Minnesota. 
Teacher and Principal, Public Schools, Minnesota; , State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1914, 
1917, 1919-
HELEN HILL .................................................................................. ................ English 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B. A., University of Minnesota; Graduate Stu-
dent, Teachers College, Columbia University; University of California; University of Minne-
sota. 
English, St.Cloud High School; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1915-
i EDITH E. H. GRANNIS .......... ........................ ............ .......................... Librarian 
Student, Hamline University; A. B., University of Wisconsin; Certificate, New York State 
Library School; Graduate student, School of Library Service, Columbia University. 
Assistant Librarian, State Teachers College, Mankato; Librarian, School and Public Library, 
Buhl, Minn.; Librarian, State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1917-
ETHEL G. GRAV:ES ................ .. ..................................................... ........ Geography 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; A. B., University of Minnesota; Graduate Stu-
dent, University of Chicago. 
Rural Schools of Minnesota; Grade Schools, Warren, Minn.; Teacher in High School, Sauk 
Center, Minn.; Supervising Principal, Two Harbors, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 
1918-
~ GEORGE . W. FRIEDRICH ............. : .......... .................... .... .... Biological Science 
\ B. A., Ripon College; Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin; M. S., University of Chicago; 
Post-graduate Student, University of Chicago. 
Science, High Schools of Illinois and Wisconsin; Central High School, Superior, Wis.; Univer-
sity of Chicago High School; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1921-
MAMIE R. MARTIN .............................................................. Associate Librarian 
A. B., Ohio Wesleyan University; Certificate, New York State Library School; Graduate Stu-
dent, Columbia University. · 
Teacher in High . School, Alma, Wis.; Librarian, Emerson High School Branch, Gary, Ind. ; 
Cataloger, Public Library, Aurora, Ind.; Librarian, Public Library, Clinton, Ind.; State 
Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1922-
JOHN R . . McCRORY .. .. ......................................................................... Psychology 
Graduate, State Normal School, Oshkosh, Wis.; B. A., University of Wisconsin; M. A., Uni- · 
versity of Wisconsin; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota; Ph.D., University of 
Wisconsin. 
Principal and Superintendent, Public Schools, Wis.; Extension Division, University of Wis-
consin; Assistant, School of Education, University of Wisconsin; State Teachers College, 
St.Cloud, 19~2-
MABEL A. PAULL .............. Assistant Director of Training, Cadet Teaching 
Graduate, Iowa State Teachers College; Student, University of Colorado; A. B., and A. M., 
University of Iowa. 
Teacher in Rural Schools and Grades, Principal of High School, and Superintendent of Scj10ols, 
Iowa; Research Assistant, College of Education, Unlversity of Iowa; Supervisor of Grades, 
Denison, Iowa; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1922-
N ORA J. SWAN' ........ .......... Supervisor in Primary Grades, Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa; A. B ., Washington University; Student, 
Chicago University; University of Minnesota. 
Grade Schools, Iowa; Everett and Seattle, Wash., and Minneapolis, Minn.; State Teachers 
College, St.Cloud, 1922-
LESLIE D. ZELENY .................. . ............... .. .. ...... .......................... .... .... Sociology 
B. S., University of Minnesota; A. M., Columbia University; Graduate Student, University 
of Minnesota and Columbia University. 
Social settlement work, Minneapolis and New York; recreational instructor and principal of 
private vacation school, Minneapolis; Assistant Scout Executive, Boy Scouts of America, 
Minneapolis; Military Forces, U . S. A., 2 years; research assistant, University of Minnesota; 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1923-
FLOREN CE KELLY ZELENY..... ..... ............ ............. . Reading and Speech 
Graduate, State Teachers College, Ypsilanti, Mich,; A. B ., University of Michigan; Graduate 
Student, University of Chicago. t> 
Grade Teacher, Ann Arbor, Mi~h.; County Normal Supervisor, Port Hui-on, Mich.; Instructor 
in English, Ferris Institute, Ypsilanti, Mich.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1923-
L. RUTH CADWELL ......... .... Supervisor in Upper Grades, Training School 
A. B., Iowa State Teachers College, and Supervisor's Diploma; Post-Graduate Student, Iowa 
State Teachers College; Graduate Student University of Chicago and University of Minne-
sota. 
Teacher in rural schools, grades and high schools of Iowa; Supervisor in Iowa State Teachers 
College; Miami University, Oxford, Ohio; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1924-
~ ROSE E. P ARKER. ......... Assistant Director of Training, Intermediate Grades 
A. B., University of North Dakota; A. M., University of Chicago. 
Rural Schools, Teacher and Principal of Grade Schools, North Dakota; Superintendent of 
consolidated town schools, North Dakota, State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1924-
. LILLIAN M. BUDGE .... ...... .. Supervisor in Primary Grades, Training School 
Graduate, State Normal School, Valley City, N. D.; A. B., University of North Dakota. 
Grades, High School and Americanization Work, East Grand Forks, Minn. ; Minneapolis, and 
Panama Canal Zone; Assistant, North Dakota State Department of Education; State Teach-
ers College, St.Cloud, 1924-
'-N-,OUISA A. VAN DYKE ........ ............ ...... .. .......................... Technic of Teaching 
A. B., University of Michigan; A. M., Iowa State University ; Graduate Student, University 
of Michigan, Iowa State University, and Iowa State Teachers College; Student, Wichita 
Conservatory of Music, Kansas; Ottumwa Conservatory, Iowa. 
Teacher of Mathematics, Butler College, Ind., and High Schools of South Dakota, Iowa, Indiana, 
and Kansas; State Normal School , Indiana, Pa.; Normal Training Supervisor, Ottumwa, 
Iowa; Institute Lecturer in Indiana, Kansas, and Iowa; Teacher, Iowa State Teachers College; 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925-
BETH PORTER GARVEY ...... .. ..................... ... .................... .... Dean of Women 
A. B., Carleton College; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota. 
High School Instructor, LeRoy, Austin, Faribault, Minneapolis; Junior-Senior High School 
Principal, Ortonville ; Dean of High-Schoo! Students, Albert Lea; Dean of Women, Rochester 
Junior College; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925-
AGNES C. BROHAUGH .... Supervisor in Intermediate Grades, Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minn. ; B. S., University of Minnesota; A. M ., 
Teachers College, Columbia University; Graduate St udent, University of Chicago. 
Teacher in Grades, Principal of Grade School, Instructor in High Schools, Minnesota; State 
Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925-
DUDLEY S. BRAINARD ........ .................... ............ ....... ... . ........ ......... ... History 
B. A., Carleton College; M . A., University of Wisconsin; Graduate work, University.of Minne-
sota and Columbia University. 
Superintendent of Schools at Slayton, Redwood Falls and Fairmont, Minn.; State Teachers 
College, St.Cloud, 1925-
MERLE WILSON ...... .... Supervisor in Intermediate Grades, Training School 
Graduate, Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa; B. S., University of Iowa, Iowa 
City, Iowa. 
Teacher in rural schools of South Dakota. and public schools of Sioux City, Iowa; State Teachers 
College, St.Cloud, 1925-
DORA C. PERRY .. .. ....... Supervisor in Upper Grades, Training School 
A. B., Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa; M. S., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York; Gradu-
ate Student, University of Minnesota. 
Teacher in rural schools and high schools; Supervisor, State Teachers College, Moorhead, 
Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925-
MYRL CARLSEN .... .... .................... . , ...... Supervisor of Music, Training School 
B. A., Carleton College; Music Supervisor's Diploma, Carleton College; Graduate, American 
Institute of Normal Methods, Lake Forest College, Ill. 
Music Supervisor in City Schools, Iowa; Private Piano Teaching and Professional Accompany-
ing; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925- . 
7 *HELEN BOTTUM ........ ........ Supervisor in Primary Grades, Training School 
Graduate Miss Wood's Primary Training School; B. S., Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Teacher in kindergarten and grades, South Dakota and Idaho; Supervisor of first grade Michi-
gan State Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-
MARIE E. CASE .. ................ .............................. Physical Education for Women 
Graduate Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa; B. C., Kansas State Teachers College; Gradu--
ate Student University of Wisconsin; American Institute of Normal Methods. 
Teacher in Grades; County Superintendent, Harrison County, Iowa; Instructor in State Teachers 
College, Pittsburg, Kan.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-
JOHN C. COCHRANE .................. .... ........................ History and Dean of Men 
A. B., A. M., University of Indiana; Post-Graduate Student, University of Chicago. 
Teacher in High Schools of Indiana; Decatur, Ill. ; Oak Park, Ill., and Davenport, Iowa; History 
Department, Lombard College, Galesburg, Ill., State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-
EM MA C. LARSON .... .. ............ Supervisor in Upper Grades, Training School 
Graduate, State Teachers College, La Crosse, Wis.; B. S., Iowa State University; Student, 
University of Wisconsin; Graduate Student, Iowa State University, Columbia University. 
Teacher in Rural Schools, Grades, Principal of High Schools, Wisconsin; Junior High School, 
Winona, Minn. ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-
LILY MADDUX........ .. . ...................... . . ............... ............. .... Handwriting 
Graduate, Southern State Teachers College, Carbondale, Ill.; Gregg School, Normal Depart-
ment, Chicago; Palmer School of Penmanship, Boulder, .Col.; Student, University of Chicago. 
Teacher in Rural and High Schools, Illinois; Principal of Business College; State Teachers 
College, St.Cloud, 1926-
MEL VIN A PALMER .............................. Health Education and College Nurse 
B. S., University of l\1innesota ; R. N ., Graduate of University of Minnesota Hospital; Graduate 
Student, PubliC Health Nursing, University of Minnesota. 
Red Cross Nurse, Blue Earth County, Minn.; School Nurse, Long Prairie, Minn.; State Teachers 
College, St.Cloud, 1926-
LELA STANLEY .. .. ........ ...................................... Supervisor in Training Center 
A. B., Iowa State Teachers College. 
Teacher in grades, Iowa and South Dakota; Principal of Elementary School, A},erdeen; Super-
visor of Primary Grades, Instructor of Primary Methods, Northern State Teachers College, 
Aberdeen, S. D.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-
HELEN STEEN HULS .... ..... .... ....... .................................... .... Associate in Music 
Graduate, Northwestern University. 
Voice Student, Walter Allan Stults, Monica Graham Stults, Mrs. Estelle Mandeville, William 
Stickles; Piano Student, Carl Beecher; Post Graduate, Voice Student, Grand Lake, Col.; 
Student, University of New York. 
Teacher of Voice and Theory at Cottey Junior College, Nevada, Mo.; State Teachers College, 
St.Cloud. 1926-
H. BEATRICE WILLIAMS ......•............... Supervisor in Intermediate Grades, 
Training School. 
Student, Iowa State Teachers College; A. B., Penn College, Iowa; M. A., State University of 
Iowa. 
Teacher of Rural Schools and Grades, Iowa; Normal Training Supervisor and Principal of High 
School, Iowa; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-
W. CLYDE CROXTON ...................... n • • •• ..••.. • • • • • . •. ••. . •••• c •. . •...• • • • Biological Science 
Graduate State Teachers College, Macomb, Ill.; Student, University of Chicago; B. S., M. S., 
Ph. D., University of Illinois. 
Teacher in Elementary and High Schools, South Dakota and Illinois; Principal of Schools, 
Illinois and Colorado; Supervisor of Science, Rock Island; Supervisor and Instructor of Science, 
University High School and University of Illinois; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-
CARRIE A. HUPP .. .... ...... ............... ................. Physical Education for Women 
B. S., Northwestern University; Graduate, Chicago Normal School of Physical Education; 
Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin. 
Director of Physical Education, Tarkio College, Mo.; Instructor in Physical Education, State 
University of Iowa; Director of Physical Education, State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kan.; 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-
ANNA C. LARSON .. .... ................. ...... ........................................... ....... ... Geography 
A. B., Iowa State Teachers College; M. S., University of Chicago. 
Teacher in Rural, Grade, Junior and Senior High Schools, Iowa; Instructor of Geography, 
Summer School, Iowa State Teachers College; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-
PAULINE PENNING ...... .. ... .......... ...... . ... . Supervisor of Art, Training School · 
Student, Northern State Normal School, DeKalb, Ill.; Graduate, Academy of Fine Arta, Chi-
cago; Ph. B., University of Chicago~ 
Teacher in Rural and Graded Schools, Illinois; Supervisor of Art, South Bend and Bloomington, 
Ind., and Wilkinsburg, Pa.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927- • 
JOHN WEISMANN ...... .. ........ Industrial Arts and Physical Education for Men 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B. A., St.Thomas College; Graduate Student, 
University of Minnesota. 
Instructor Industrial Ar!s, Appleton, Minn. ; Assistant in Industrial Arts, St. Thomas College; 
Instructor Industrial Arts, University High School, Iowa City; State Teachers College, 
St.Cloud, 1927-
VELMA BROWN ...... .................. . . .... Supervisor of Cadet Teaching 
Student, University of Indiana and Butler University ; B. S., Northern State Teachers College, 
Aberdeen ; Graduate Student, University of Porto Rico and University of Chicago. 
Teacher in Rural Schools, Indiana; Teacher and Superintendent, Public Schools, South Dakota; 
Instructor, Summer Session, Northern State Teachers College, Aberdeen; Assistant Professor 
of Geography, University of Porto Rico; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-
E. M. PAULU ... .................. Supervision, Research 
Graduat~, Teachers College, Oshkosh, Wis. ; Ph. B., University of\Visconsin ; M.A., University 
of Minnesota; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota. 
Teacher, rural and village schools, Wisconsin ; Superintendent and Principal. High Schools, 
Wisconsin; Supervisor, Teacher Training, Teachers CoHege, Aberdeen, S. D.; State Teachers 
College, St.Cloud, 1928-
BER THA CAMP ...... ... Supervisor, Intermediate Grades, Training School 
B. S., North Dakota Agricultural College ; A. M., Columbia University. 
Teacher, Elementary Schools; Superintendent, Felton, Minn. , Estelline, S. D.; Supervisor, 
State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minn., California State Teachers College, Chico, Calif.; 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1928-
FLORENCE DODD ........ ......... .. ..... .... ... ..... Children's and Reference Librarian 
Student, Milwaukee-Downer College; B. A., University of Wisconsin; Graduate of Library 
School of University of Wisconsin (Certificate). 
Assistant Librarian, State Teachers College, Superior, Wis.; Librarian, Ironwood -High School, 
Ironwood, Mich.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1928-
0. J. JERDE ................... ....... ..........................•........ Economics and Government 
A. B., Luther College, Decorah, Iowa ; Graduate work University of Minnesota. 
Principal and Superintendent of Schools, Toronto and Brandt, S. D. ; Alta, Ottumwa and Hed• 
rick, Iowa; Jackson, Minn.; Instructor, Summer Extension Schools, Iowa State Teachers 
College; State T eachers College, St .Cloud, 1928-
ELSA LEWISON .. ...... ..................... ............... ..... .. ..... .. .... ..... English Composition 
A. B, , Carleton College; A. M., Radcliffe College. _ 
Report Department , Harvard School of Busi ness Administration ; State Teachers College, 
St.Cloud, 1928-
LO REN L. MAYNARD .. ................. ......... ........ Director of Instrumental Music 
B . S., Degree in Music, State Teachers College Emporia, Kan. 
Symphony experienee, three years ; Concert work, two years ; Director of Band and Orchestra 
in Jr. H . S., Emporia, Kan.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1928-
~ LISE D. PREUS .............. Supervisor, Intermediate Grades, Training Center 
J .LJ Graduate, State Normal Schoo1, LaCrosse, Wis. ; A. B., Unive rsity of Wisconsin; Graduate 
Student, University of Minnesota. 
Teacher in rural, graded and high schools of Wisconsin; Principal , Coon Valley, Wis.; Super-
visor, River Falls, Wis.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1928-
~ AT:~:~w~~!~~~~~h~;~·c·~ii~~~;··M:·A::·s~~;~· u~;~·~;~;~; ~; i~~~:······ English 
Grade Schools, Clinton, Iowa; Rural D emonstrat ion School, Iowa State Teachers College, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa; Instructor, Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa; State Teach-
ers College, St.Cloud, 1928-
NELLIE. L. W ALKER. ....... Assistant Director of Training, Primary Grades 
Graduate, Chicago Kindergarten Collegiate Institute; Ph. B ., University of Chicago ; Graduate 
Student, University of California, Berkeley; A. M., Teachers College, Columbia University. 
Kindergarten and Primary teacher in public schools of Michigan; . Primary supervisor and 
instructor, North Carolina College for Women, Greensboro, N. C.; State Teachers College, 
Mankato, Minn.; Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich. ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1928-
-/-*EDITH B. WHITNEY .... ... ......... English 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud, Minn.; Student, University of Chicago. 
Grade Teacher, Eden Valley and St.Cloud, Minn.; Instructor, Minnesota Summer Schools for 
Teachers; Supervisor, Intermediate Grades, State Teachers College, Stevens Point, Wis.; 
SuperV1sor, Summer Session, State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minn.; Elementary Super-
visor, Kindergarten and Grades, Virginia, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1928-
HELEN M. BECK .... Supervisor, Primary Grades, Training School 
Student, Albion College, Albion, Mich., and Columbia University; B. S., Michigan State Normal 
College, Ypsilanti, Mich. 
Teacher in public schools of Michigan; Primary Supervisor in Michigan State Normal College, 
Ypsilanti, Mich.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1929-
HELEN A. GREIM ..... ... . . . ... ... ........... ...... Associate in Music 
B. Mus., Northwestern Umversity; Piano Study, Car! M. Beecher, Arne Oldberg, Frank La-
Forge, Gabriel Fenyves. 
Assistant in Piano Northwestern University; Piano and Theory, State Teachers College, Minot, 
N. D . ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1929-
S. MARGARET LIGHT ........ ........ .... Director, Department of Child Welfare 
A. B., Syracuse University ; Graduate Student, Columbia University; University of Minnesota. 
Teacher of English and Mathematics, Glen Cove High School, Glen Cove, L. I., Research 
Assistant in Child Welfare, University of Minnesota; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1929-
CHESTER B. LUND .... ...... ...... .. ........ .. ...... ... ... .... .... Assistant, Rural Education 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; Student, University of Minnesota, University of 
Chicago. 
Superintendent of Schools, Brandon, Minn.; County Superintendent, Douglas County, Minn.; 
St ate Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1929-
EUNICE MATHESON ................. . 
B. A., Lawrence College, Applet.on, Wis.; M. A., University of Minnesota. 
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1929-
.. Psychology 
MYRTLE E. WALSH ...... ...... ... ........ ..... ................ .. .. Nursery School Supervisor 
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B. S., University of Minnesota. 
Teacher in rural · scbools, Nursery School Teacher, University of Minnesota; State Teachers 
College, St.Cloud, 1929-
WILFRED A. WELTER ...... . . .... . ....... . Biology 
Graduate, State Teachers College, st.Cloud; B . S., University of Minnesota; M. S., Iowa State 
College ; Graduate Student, Iowa State College. 
Fellow, Botany Department, Iowa State College ; Experiment Station Staff, Iowa State College; 
Northern Illinois State T eachers College, DeKalb, II!.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 
1929-
* Leave of Absence. 
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTORS, SUMMER SESSION, 1929 
R. H. Brown, Superintendent of Schools, St.Cloud, Minn. 
E. W. Everts, Physical and Health Director, State Department of Education, 
St. Paul, Minn. 
W. A. Andrews, Superintendent of Schools, Buffalo, Minn. 
Olive Young, Normal Training Instructor, Mora, Minn. 
BUSINESS OFFICERS 
Alvah Eastman .. .. .............. .................... , .................. ............ ........ Resident Director 
George A. Selke ...................... . . .......................................................... President 
Gertrude Cambell .. ................ .. . . . ................................. Accountant 
Mary Lilleskov ......................................................... ......... .... ... ..... .. .. ...... .. .... Registrar 
Odelia E. Kolb .... ...... ............. .. ... .... .. .. ................. .............. Secretary to Pr~sident 
Lillian Lind ............. , .. .. ........ .... ........................ ...... .. ........ ........ Assistant Accountant 
Mathilda Klassen ....... , .......................................................... Secretary to Registrar 
Elizabeth Eastman ............ ......... ....................... . .............. ........ Text-book Librarian 
Irene Kallin .................................................. ............... .. ................... Office Assistant 
Claire Hassler ............................ a •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• •••••••• Office Assistant 
Ellen Ready .... ............. , ... . ............ ...................... House Director, Lawrence Hall 
Bertha Sharp ........ .. ............................................ House Director, Shoemaker Hall . 
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
AthJetics-Mr. Bemis, Mr. Brainard, Miss Case, Miss Hupp, Mr. Weismann. 
Curriculum-Mr. Talbot, Miss Atkins, Mr. Brainard, Miss Paull, Miss Van 
Dyke, Miss Walker. 
Decorations- Miss Minich, Mr. Cochrane, Miss Penning, Miss Robb, Mr. 
Welter. 
Lectures and Entertainments-Mr. Brainard, Miss Hill, Miss Root, Mr. Talbot. 
Library-Miss Hill, Miss Atkins, Miss Grannis, Miss Martin, Mr. Maynard. 
Literary Societies- Mrs. Garvey and faculty advisers of the societies. 
Publicity- Mr. Williams, Miss Hill. 
Social Affairs-Mrs. Garvey, Mr. Cochrane, Miss Hill; Miss Hupp, Mr. Mc-
Crory, Mr. Paulu, Miss Penning, Mr. Talbot. 
Student Welfare-Miss Graves, Mr. Cochrane, Mrs. Garvey, Miss Knudson, 
Miss Lilleskov, Miss Paull, Mr. Paulu, Miss Ready, Mrs. Sharp. 
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THE COLLEGE 
HISTORY 
The institution was opened in St. Cloud in 1869 as the St. Cloud State Normal 
School. The name was changed by the state legislature in 1921 to the St. Cloud 
State Teachers College. Over 6,000 young men and women have been gradu-
ated from the various courses during its sixty years of service. It is the largest 
of the Minnesota Teachers Colleges and one of the largest in the central states. 
The college is a member of the American Association of Teachers Colleges and 
is designated by that organization as a "Class A Teachers College." 
LOCATION 
The college is located in the city of St. Cloud which has a population of about 
25,000. St. Cloud is on the transcontinental lines of the Great Northern and 
the Northern Pacific Railways. Branch lines also pass through the city. Bus 
lines furnish hourly transportation to Minneapolis and St. Paul over the paved 
Jefferson Highway and busses run at frequent intervals from St. Cloud to most 
of the larger cities and towns of Central Minnesota. 
PURPOSE OF THE COLLEGE 
The college is maintained for the purpose of preparing teachers for the public 
schools of Minnesota. The college is, therefore, definitely a professional in-
stitution. 
The success of our public schools depends essentially on the quality of the in-
struction. For that reason friends of education are requested to recommend 
for admission to the college only young men and women who from their physical 
and mental endowments and from their attitude and conduct give promise of 
developing into successful teachers. · 
WHAT THE COLLEGE OFFERS 
The college admits graduates of high schools and students of equivalent or 
more advanced preparation to the following courses: 
1. The four-year degree course which offers curricula preparing for teaching 
in junior .and senior high schools, for teaching and supervision in the elementary 
schoolsi for principalships of elementary schools and superintendencies of high 
school departments, and for elementary and high school teaching of fine arts, 
industrial arts, music and physical education. 
2. The two-year diploma course which prepares for teaching in the primary, 
the intermediate, and the upper elementary grades, and in rural schools, de-
pending on the particular curriculum chosen. Students with special interests 
in art, music, physical education, and *the kindergarten may have the field of 
specialization indicated on the diploma or certificate when elective and addi-
tional subjects recommended by advisers are completed. _ 
3. The one-year elementary school limited certificate course which prepares 
for teaching· in rural schools. Students wishing to enter .this course should 
submit their high school records in advance for approval for entrance. Re-
cipients of these certificates must have maintained the required C average in 
scholarship. 
Students, successfully completing the courses required for an elementary school 
limited certificate at the college, will receive one year of credit on any tVl:'o-year 




An efficient teachers college must have adequate training-school facilities. 
Those who are to become teachers should have ample practice' in teaching un-
der typical school conditions. 
The campus training school at St.Cloud, known as Riverview School, supple-
mented by the elementary grades and junior high school of the St.Cloud pub-
lic schools, furnishes unusually good opportunities for student teaching. River-
view School consists of eight grades and the kindergarten; it is essentially a 
pedagogical laboratory in which the methods of instruction and the pedagogi-
cal principles taught in the college are applied. Students observe well-trained 
teachers at work. They develop their craftsmanship in teaching by actual 
experiences under normal conditions. , Students also teach in the city · schools 
of St.Cloud under expert supervision. 
DEPARTMENT OF CHILD WELFARE 
The Department of Child Welfare at the St.Cloud State Teachers College is 
financed through a generous appropriation from the, Spelman Fund. Special 
courses in child training and in parental education are offered by members of 
the staff. The splendidly equipped nursery school is maintained to offer op-
portunities for observation and demonstration, particularly for students in-
terested in the kindergarten and the primary curricula. 
REFERENCE LIBRARY 
The library is located on the first and basement floors of the Library Building. 
From its windows, a fine view of the Mississippi River and of the picturesque 
country adjoining may be seen. · 
There are about twenty-four thousand volumes. The collection includes the 
standard books of the teaching profession and a balanced choice of the best 
books in other fields. A clipping file, six thousand pamphlets, representative 
newspapers, government documents, about one hundred and fifty of the lead-
ing educational and general periodicals and a large file of bound magazines are 
other helpful parts of the library. There is also a collecti~n of over seven thou-
sand mounted and many unmounted pictures. 
In the library office will be found the Historical Collection which illustrates 
the changes which have taken place in textbooks and methods. 
The Reserve Room is an indispensable part of the library. Here are shelved 
about five thousand books, some from the reference library and others from the 
textbook collection. These are books to which the faculty members wish stu-
dents to have immediate and certain access. In this room are also shelved 
the Supervisor's Library and a collection of special books reserved for the cadets 
doing city teaching. 
CHILDREN'S LIBRARY 
The children's room adjoins the main library. It is attractively furnished 
with small chairs, tables, seats, low shelving, and display racks. Here may be 
found about forty-five hundred carefully selected books. These provide ma-
terial in elementary form for the students, especially for those doing practice 
teaching, and offer an opportunity to students to become acquainted with the 
best literature for children. The children of the training school also use these 
books extensively. 
Children's magazines, picture books for young readers, and illustrated editions 
of children's classics are interesting features of this room. 
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LIBRARY COURSES AND PUBLICATIONS 
Library Technic, a required series of lessons, and School Library Methods, an 
elective, are courses offered by the librarians. A full account of the work will 
be found under Descriptions of Courses, Library. 
Children's booklists, bibliographies of interest to teachers and printed infor-
mation about library procedure are issued by the library. 
MUSEUMS 
One of the museums contains an attractive collection of mammals, butterflies, 
and insects. The college has a splendid collection of mounted birds of the well 
known orders. This collection adds distinctively to the biological museum. 
The herbarium contains hundreds of classified specimens. 





TIME OF ENTRANCE 
Qualified students may enter at the beginning of any quarter or at the begin-
ning of the summer session and pursue their work until graduation. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Admission to any two-year curricula or to the four-year curriculum is by certi-
ficate or by examination. 
1. By Certificate--Graduates of the following classes of schools may be ad-
mitted on the presentation of certificates of graduation, provided that at 
least eleven unit credits shall be in the usual academic subjects of English, 
natural sciences, social sciences, foreign languages, and mathematics. 
a. Minnesota state high schools. 
b. Minnesota high-school departments maintaining full four-year 
courses approved by the State Department of Education. 
c. Private schools accredited for admission by the University of 
Minnesota. 
d. Schools, public or private, of another state which are 'accredited 
for admission by the State University of that state. 
2. By Examination-A person whose preparation is not included under the 
above may be admitted only by examination. Such examination, to be de-
termined by the faculty, shall cover the subjects ordinarily included in a well 
balanced four-year high-school course, and shall be so standardized as to be 
uniform in the several colleges for the same subjects, provided that a passing 
mark in a State Board examination may be accepted in lieu of examination in 
any subject. 
Applicants for admission must submit a statement of their credits, certified by the 
superintendent or principal of the high school from which they were graduated. 
A perforated blank for this purpose will be found at the back of this catalog . .. 
PREFERRED HIGH-SCHOOL WORK 
The following named high-school subjects are urged as desired pre-requisites: 
English, 4 years; biology (botany or zoology, and physiology), 1 year; physical 
science (physics or chemistry), 1 year; history (modern or ancient), 1 year. 
In addition, certain other preliminary subjects are strongly recommended, in 
the order of preference, as follows: United States history and Ameri <.an gov-
ernment, 1 year; algebra, 1 year ; geometry, 1 year; language (modern or an-
cient), 2 years; social science, ½ year; drawing, ½ year; music, 1 year; indus-
trial subjects, 1 year; satisfactory ability in spelling and penmanship. 
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER TRAINING DEPARTMENT GRADUATES 
The St.Cloud State Teachers College will grant twelve subject units, 48 quarter 
hours of credit, to graduates of the Minnesota high school teacher training de-
partments with at least one year of successful teaching experience when cre-
dits are applied on the two-year standard rural school curriculum. 
Ten subject units, 40 quarter hours of credit, will be allowed under the same 
conditions if the credits are applied on any curriculum other than the two-year 
standard rural. 
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For graduation such students shall successfully complete at least two consecutive 
quarters in the St. Cloud State Teachers College. 
Graduates of High School Teacher Training Departments must submit the re-
cord of their training and of their teaching experience. 
EVALUATION OF TRANSFERRED CREDITS 
Credits for courses completed in recognized colleges and universities are ac-
cepted if applicable to the curriculum chosen. Only credits averaging at least 
C will · be accepted from other colleges. No standings are accredited from 
teachers certificates or for under-graduate work in high schools. 
DESIRABLE QUALITIES AND APTITUDES 
General fitness for teaching presupposes good health, good character, and good 
scholastic ability. A student with marked physical deficiencies should not 
enter a teachers college. Students who lisp or have other speech defects and 
those with decidedly nervous temperaments should not enter. Students who 
were in the lowest fourth of their high-school classes rarely succeed as students 
in a teachers college and such students are strongly urged not to enter. 
ADVANCED CREDIT IN UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduates of high schools who complete a two-year curriculum at St.Cloud 
are given two years of credit in the College of Education of the University of 
Minnesota and may graduate from that college in two years. The College of 
Science, Literature and the Arts awards at least one year of advanced credit 
as do the other liberal arts colleges of the state. Additional credits are some-
times allowed when work has been chosen with reference to such transfer. 
Credits earned after graduation from the two-year diploma course are accepted 
at the University of Minnesota toward a degree in so far as the contents of the 
courses are the equivalent of that offered in the courses of the particular curri-
culum which the student selects. 
DAILY SCHEDULE AND STUDY HOURS 
School is in se11sion five days each week. The college maintains high scholastic 
standards and special attention is given to the development of proper study 





The work of students is graded according to the following divisions : grade A 
meaning excellent; B, very good; C, average; D, passing; E, failing. In trans-
cribing marks, the following per cent equivalents of these letters have been 
agreed upon: 93 per cent for A, 87 per cent for B, 82 per cent for C, 76 per cent 
for D. Courses not completed at their conclusion for reasons approved by 
the administration will be recorded as "Incomplete." Such "Incompletes" 
must be removed by students within the next quarter of attendance. If not 
completed within a year the incomplete is recorded as a failure. Subjects 
may be dropped only with the approval of the administration. 
HONOR POINTS 
The following system of honor points is used in all courses and curricula: A 
grade of A, three points per quarter-hour credit; B, two points; C, one point; 
D, no points; E, minus one honor point for each quarter hour. 
A student must have at least as many honor points as credits in the pre-re-
quisites for student teaching as well as in all subjects taken before he is assigned 
to teaching and as many honor points as credits before he is graduated from 
any curriculum. For graduation eight honor points must be earned in stu-
dent teaching. Each student who completes a diploma or degree curriculum 
with an average of at least two honor points per quarter-hour credit (but less 
than two and one-half) is graduated with scholastic honors. Each student , 
with an average of at least two and one-half honor points per quarter-hour 
credit is graduated with "high scholastic honors." The honor roll announced 
quarterly thus includes only those students with an average of B or above. 
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LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 
THE DORMITORIES 
The college has two modern dormitories. for women, Lawrence Hall and Shoe-
. maker Hall. These dormitories are located on the campus overlooking the 
Mississippi River. In these dormitories the students may enjoy the influences 
of a cultured home. Every effort is made to care for their health, comfort, 
and general welfare. 
The social life of young women receives special attention. There is opportunity 
for social service and helpfulness, which is of the greatest value to the young 
teacher. 
Large living rooms are available for various gatherings. The dormitory at-
mosphere is one of good fellowship and refinement. 
Each room in the dormitories contains two closets. Each is supplied with study 
table, reading lamp, chairs, two single bedsteads, springs, mattresses, pillows, 
pillow cases, sheets, blankets and dresser. Each student is expected to bring 
towels and a dresser scarf. 
The' price of board and room will be $6.00 per week. All bills for board and room 
must be paid in advance by the month. No discount is made for absences of 
less than a week, except in case of the regular vacations as indicated in the col-
lege calendar. 
Laundry facilities ~re provided so that students may do their own washing and 
ironing. Each student who rooms at a dormitory is required to pay a fee of 
ten cents per week for the use of the laundry. This fee is payable in advance 
by the month on the first of each month. 
Dormitory rooms are not rented for less time than a college year except to those who 
graduate during the year. 
Preference in choice of rooms is given in the order of application. Students 
who wish to reserve a room at either of the dormitories are urged to make re-
servation's at as early a date as possible. Application for rooms should be 
made to Miss Gertrude Cambell, accountant. A money order for $5.00 must 
accompany the application. This deposit is later applied on a monthly pay-
ment for board and room: 
BOARD AND ROOM IN PRIVATE HOMES 
A committee assists students to obtain desirable boarding and rooming places. 
Students are advised to personally inspect rooms before engaging them. The cost 
of board in private homes is from $5.00 to $5.50 a week. The price of rooms 
varies from $12.00 to $18.00 a month, ·two in a room, each paying half this 
amount. 
Students who do not board and ro0m at home or at the dormitories may board 
and room only at places approved by the Deans. Private homes with approved 
rooms have on display an approval card from the college. 
It is understood that rooms in private homes are rented for the full quarter, unless 
other arrangements are specially made in advance with the householder. All rooms 
are inspected by one of the college Deans. 
Rooms should not be occupied by more than two students unless special per-
mission has been granted. Rooms should allow from 700 to 1,000 cubic feet 
of air space for -each student. 
Young women who request permission to board at a down-town restaurant or hotel 
must first present a written request approved by parent or guardian. 
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The college authorities do not approve of young women taking their 'lr\eals regularly 
at down-town restaurants or hotels. , 
Students are not permitted to change their boarding or rooming places without per-
mission from the college authorities. 
Young men and women are not permitted to room in the same house. This 
applies also where the house is occupied by more than one family. 
Students who work for board and room in private homes are permitted to carry only 
three subjects. (Twelve quarter hours.) . 
COST OF ATTENDANCE 
Tuition- Tuition is free to all students who sign a declaration of intention to 
teach for two years in the public schools of Minnesota. Those who do not 
sign such declaration of intention pay tuition at the rate of $20.00 per quarter. 
Registration Fee---The registration fee is $5.00 per quarter. 
Students Activity Fee---A fee of ·$4.50 per quarter is paid by each student, and 
covers (1)-the use of text-books required in classwork, the use of the library, 
laboratories, gymnasiums, and general equipment; (2)-tickets of admission 
to lectures, concerts, and plays given as numbers on the regular entertainment 
course; (3)-athletic contests; (4) -the services of the college nurse; (5) the 
college paper. 
Fees are payable in advance at the business office at the beginning of each 
quarter. 
Diploma Fee---Candidates for the Degree will be charged a diploma fee of $2.00. 
Summary of Expenses-
Tuition, per quarter, without declaration........ ....... .. ....... $ 20.00 
Board and room per quarter of 12 weeks ............ ............ $65.00 to $ 75.00 
Registration, per quarter.................................................... $ 5.00 
Student Activity and Health fees, per quarter................ $ 4.50 
Total... ............. ......... : .......................................... .... $84.50 to $104.50 
HEALTH 
Parents may send their sons and daughters to the college with the ai;surance 
that their health will be carefully safeguarded. 
The college has on its staff a registered nurse who devotes her time to the wel-
fare of the students. She may be consulted without charge. The medical 
supplies used by her are also free. 
Physical examinations are made by competent physicians and nurses of all 
students at the time of entrance and at such other times as seems advisable. 
Corrective exercises and drills are provided when needed. 
The college nurse and the directors of physical education give personal advice 
and suggestions regarding health habits, exercises, and recreation best suited 
to individual development. Systematic and reasonable emphasis is placed 
upon wholesome recreational activities. ~ The new physical education building 
permits a wide and varied program in this field. 
ENTERTAINMENTS 
Course of Entertainments-The College maintains an entertainment course 
• which provides good lectures and plays. The term fee, which is paid by all 
students, includes admission to all numbers of the entertainment course. 
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Senior Class Play-A play is presented each year by members of the senior 
class. Some of the plays that have been ·presented in recent years are: The 
Laughter of the Gods, by Dunsany; The Passing of the Third Floor Back, by 
Jerome; The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife, by France; Much Ado About 
Nothing; Twelfth Night; As You Like It; Mid-summer Nights Dream; Enter 
Madame, by Varesi and Byrne; Romeo and Juliet; Pharoah's Daughter. 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 
Wholesome, social and recreational activities are encouraged. The faculty 
and student social committee provide many interesting social events during 
the college year. Such social functions as the All-College Party, and the Junior-
Senior Party are looked forward to with eagerness by the students. The vari-
ous societies and clubs provide many interesting social activities. An attrac-
. tive social room has recently been equipped to serve as the social center. 
The "Big Sister" plan has been operating in the St. Cloud Teachers College 
for a number of years. Each new woman student is placed under the special 
care of a "big sister" who acts as a friend and adviser, and who extends to the 
entering student a cordial and hearty welcome. 
The Dean of Women and the Dean of Men cooperate with the students and act 




Students are encouraged to take an intelligent and an active part in a reasonable 
number of extra-curricular activities. Such participation affords invaluable 
training for prospective teachers. · 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
The college has an active and loyal Alumni Association, the object of which is 
to continue the friendships of student days, to promote an intimate relation-
ship between the alumni and the students of the college and to advance the 
cause of education. The Association meets twice a year. The fall meeting 
is held at the time of the Minnesota Education Association and the spring 
meeting during commencement week. · 
ART CLUB 
The Art Club provides special activities and experiences for students interested 
in Art through study courses and art exhibits. At its bi-monthly meetings il-
lustrated lectures from the American Federation of Arts and the Minnesota 
Art Institute are given. The Art Club annually presents the College with 
some work of art. 
CAMERA KRAFT CLUB 
The Camera Kraft Club was organized for the purpose of acquainting the stu-
dents of the college with the many possibilities which photography offers in 
helping to place proper emphasis on visual education in the public schools. 
A study of fine arts furnishes a background to guide the student in studying 
many of the problems which arise in modern industrial and social conditions. 
Prospective members are asked to confer with Mr. L. A. Williams, of the faculty, 
for further information about the Club as the membership is limited. 
CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS 
A Choral Club for mixed voices and Glee Clubs for women's and men's voices 
make several appearances each during the year in cantatas, operettas or in 
concert. 
These clubs are limited in membership. Early in the college year those who 
desire to become members of the clubs are given tests in voice, ear memory, 
sight reading and part singing. 
Special opportunities are offered for those who have had no choral experience. 
COLLEGE BAND 
The College Band contributes much to the enthusiasm and spirit of the College. 
A number of public performances are held annually. It is under the direction 
of a competent director who belongs to the College faculty. 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA 
The College Orchestra .is an organization of forty members with symphonic 
instrumentation. Membership is open to students of ability whether specializ-
ing in music or not. All students who desire to become members of the band or 
orchestra are urged to bring their instruments with them. 
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YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
The Young Men's Christian Association membership is open to all the men of 
the .Qollege. Its purpose is to promote the best interests of the College in 
every way, through the study of the problems of the individual in his religious, 
social, and intellectual life. It also strives to foster good fellowship, and to 
make contacts with the men of other college Y. M. C. A. groups. 
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
The Young Women's Christian Association membership is open to all women 
of the College. The association fosters the Big Sister Movement, Kawan 
Kawan and church loyalty. Social and devotional meetings are held. Cam-
pus, American and world problems are discussed. The association strives to 
increase good fellowship in the College and to broaden the outlook to world 
fellowship and understanding. 
NEWMAN CLUB 
The Newman Club is a member of the national Newman Club Society, which 
has branches in many of the colleges and universities of the country. The 
club is open to all Catholic students of the college. 
The club emphasizes both the social and spiritual sides of college life. Parties, 
and social evenings combined with addresses by noted speakers make the club 
work interesting and valuable. 
LUTHERAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
The college Lutheran Student Association is a member of the Lutheran Stu-
dent Association of America. This is one of the new campus organizations. 
The association endeavors to care for the welfare of the Lutheran students at 
the college by fostering Christian fellowship, and by affording a means whereby 
Lutheran students may consider and act upon common problems. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING AND DEBATING CLUB 
The Public Speaking Club is a men's organization, functioning with the co-
operation of a faculty member. The purpose is to gain experience in debate, 
extemporaneous speaking, declamation, and reading. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES 
There are seven large literary societies. Each society elects two faculty ad-
visers and holds bi-monthly meetings. The programs for the year are planned 
during the summer and a study is made each year of some worthy topic. The 
societies present one program during the year at the college assembly. 
ATHLETICS 
Many opportunities are provided for students interested in athletics. Various 
sports and games receive attention in season. The College has inter-collegiate 
·schedules for football, basketball, baseball, field and track. Interesting intra-
mural programs are arranged throughout the year. Lake George and the 
Mississippi River offer facilities for skating. Tennis courts are provided by 
the College. Competent directors are in charge of the athletic activities. 
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
The organization is open to all women students. Sports classes in soccer, 
hockey, basketball, volleyball, baseball and track are organized. 
While one of the aims of the association is to develop athletic ability this is 
by no means the sole purpose. It is based upon a point system. To win the 
awards one must not only show such ability but must also observe the rules 
of health and hygiene, must take part in school activities and must obtainl a 
high grade of scholarship. 
WOMEN'S COUNCIL 
The women's council is an organization with a four-fold purpose:-to coordi-
nate all extra-curricular activities; to serve as a medium between the student 
body and the administration; to promote the welfare of the college women; 
to help raise the standards of student life. Each college organization elects 
a representative to this council which meets every week to discuss whatever 
plans or problems any council member may present. 
MEN'S COUNCIL 
The men's council is composed of members elected as representatives of the men 
of the college. It serves the same purposes for the men of the college that the 
women's council serves for the women. 
TWIN CITY CLUB 
The Twin City Club is a large organization composed of students who live in 
Minneapolis or St. Paul. 
The purpose of the club is to promote good fellowship among the students 
from the Twin Cities. 
RANGERS CLUB 
The Rangers Club is made up of those students who come from the Mesabi, 
Vermillion, and Cuyuna Ranges. The purpose of the club is to bring together 
those who come from the Ranges. The club meets twice each month. The 
meetings consist of business sessions followed by I?rograms, and of special social 
gatherings. 
RURAL LIFE CLUB 
The Rural Life Club was organized for students interested in the problems of 
rural life. Its purposes are to study and to promote the cause of rural educa-
tion; to foster good fellowship among its members, and to support desirable 
college activities. 
THE TALAHI 
The Talahi is the college annual published by the senior class. Its purpose 
is to reflect the activities and associated sentiments of the college year. Par-
ticipation in producing the annual affords training in writing, art, and business 
management. 
The Talahi received the "All American" rating in a nati.9nal yearbook contest 
held by the Central Interscholastic Press Association, for four years, ahd the 
past year in the four-year College Class it received first class honor rating. 
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COLLEGE CHRONICLE 
The College Chronicle is published bi-weekly by the· students of the college. 
Its publication is sponsored by the junior class under the immediate direction 
of a staff of twenty. The staff members gain places on the paper by competi-
tive tryouts. In their work on The Chronicle the students receive practical 
training in journalism which is of value to them in the teaching field. 
The Chronicle this year won an All-American rating in the four-year college 
class from the Central-Interscholastic Press Association. 
YO-HI CLUB 
The young women not living in the dormitories organized in 1928 with the pur-
pose of uniting this large group of young women for definite group activity. 
This organization emphasizes the social program in order that good fellowship 
and friendliness may be developed. 
YOUNG VOTERS LEAGUE 
The Young Voters League is an organization composed of young women in 
the college who desire to gain an education in politics. The programs and 
activities during the year are somewhat associated with the St. Cloud League 
of Women Voters. These organizations are entirely independent of any politi-
cal affiliation. 
BLACK FRIARS CLUB 
The college dramatic club has a membership of about thirty students, who are 
admitted through competitive tryouts. The club has two purposes: to pro-
mote dramatics in the college; to give college students training in play produc-
tion that will help them to coach, costume, and stage artistically dramatic per-
formances in the elementary and high schools. 
WRITERS CLUB 
The Writers Club was organized by students who wished more practice in writ-
ing than the curriculum offers. Every two weeks meetings are held at which 
members read contributions for criticism. Membership is determined by merits 
of original compositions sdbmitted. 
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COURSES OF STUDY 
THE TWO-YEAR DIPLOMA COURSE 
The two-year diploma course provides for specialization through differentiated 
curricula. ' 
Students in accordance with their interests may prepare for teaching in one of 
the four following general fields: Primary, Intermediate, Upper Grades, and 
Rural. 
When not less than twelve quarter hours of credit are earned in the special 
-fields of Fine Arts, Industrial Arts, Kindergarten, Music and Physical Educa-
tion the student may be recommended for special aptitude in the subject and 
this may be indicated on the diploma and in the recommendation for a certifi-
cate. Such indication on the diploma will be in addition to the gener,al field 
of the curriculum selected. Additional credit in the special field may be re-
quired at the discretion of the adviser for such designation. 
First year students should choose their courses to be ready for teaching at the 
beginning of the second year. Thus a prospective June graduate should be 
eligible for teaching at the opening of the preceding fall quarter. This will be 
advantageous in that reports to prospective superintendents and boards of 
education may then indicate, early in the spring before graduation, the degree 
of efficiency attained in student teaching. 
Ninety-six quarter hour credits are required for the completion of any of the 
two-year curricula. The following subjects, designated as constants, must be 
included in each two-year curriculum: 
Subjects 
American Government ........ .. ,, .. ,, ..... .... ........ ,, .. ,, ........ ,, ..... ... ,, 
American History .. ,,,,.,, .. .... ,, .... ,,,, ......... ,, .... .. 
Quarter Credits 
......... .4 
,, .... .. ,,4 ' 
Arithmetic , ...... 
English L 
. .. ,, ........ ,, "···· ··· --.4 
English 11.. ..... ............ . 
English- Types of Literature or Children's Literature. 
Geography, ..... .... ,. , .. ...... --• - __ _ ,.... ,, .... , ....... , .... ,, ......... ,, ..... . 
Hygiene and Sanitation .. _ 
Physical Education ........ . 
Psychology L ... 
Psychology 11.. .. 
Reading and Speech ,, ... 
Sociology .. .. .... .... ,, ... . 
Teaching 1..: .................. . 
Teaching IL ...... ,, 
Technic of Teaching L _ .............. ........... ......... ..... .. .. ,, ,, .......... ,, ... . 
,,4 
. .. 4 
, . .4 
,,4 
,.4 
...,, ........ ... .4 
__ _4 
:,, ........ ,, . .4 
,_4 
,, ... ....... 4 
.1 
__ _4 
, . .4 
TotaL. .. _ ,,,, ......... . ...... 64 
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THE PRIMARY GRADE CURRICULUM 
First Year 
Subjects Credits 
Biology L ___ ________ ________________ ___ ____ .4 
Children's Literature__ _ _____ .4 
English I (Grammar) ____________ ___ .4 
English II (Composition) ___ __ ______ 4 
Fine Arts I (Drawing) _ _ __ .-4 
Geography___ _ _______ ___ .4 
Handwirting Technic _______ l 
Industrial Arts I (Handwork) __ .-4 
Library Technic __ __ _____ _________________ __ l 
Music _____ _____ _______ _____ ____ _____ ______ ___ ____ _ .4 
Physical Education (3 quarters) __ 3 
Psychology I (Child Training) --4 
Reading and Speech __ ________ __ __.4 
Social Usages ____ ____ __ _____ _ __ ___ l 
Technic of Teaching L __ · _.4 
Second Year 
Subjects Credits 
American Government __ __ ________ __ __ _4 
American History___ __ · _.4 
Arithmetic __________ _____________ __ __ __ __ ___ __ _4 
Hygiene and Sanitation __ __ ____ __ _____ .4 
Physical Education (1 quarter) ____ ! 
Psychology II or Lower Primary 
Education __ __ _______ _ _______ _ _4 
Sociology .. ________ _ ____ _ .4 
• Teaching L ______ _____________ _______ __ ____ __ .4 
Teaching IL _____ __ _____ _________ ____ ______ --4 
Technic of Teaching IL _. _______ -4 
Electives selected with the ap-
proval of adviser __ _____ ___ ________ __ 9 
Total 96 
The above curriculum prepares students to teach in the kindergarten and in 
the first, second, and third grades. Those desiring to teach in the kindergarten 
or in the primary grades should be able to play simple piano music and to sing 
enough to satisfy the demand of the grades. 
All first-year subjects are prerequisites for student teaching in the second year. 
INTERMEDIATE GRADE CURRICULUM 
First Year Second Year 
Subjects Credits Subjects Credits 
American History__ _ _ _ _ ____ _ .4 American Government __ _____________ ___ 4 
Arithmetic _ __ _ ______ _ .4 Hygiene and Sanitation ___ __ __ _______ _ .4 
Biology L __ __ _ ____ ____ ______ __ .4 Physical Education (1 quarter) ____ l 
Children's Literature ___ _ .--4 Psychology IL ____ _ _____ ____ .4 
English I (Grammar)____ __ _ .--4 Social Science__ __ _ 4 
English II (Composition) .4 Sociology____ __ _.4 
Geography___ ____ __ __ _ ___ ___ _____ .4 Teaching L __ ______ __4 
Handwriting Technic __ _ l Teaching IL _ __ __ __ __ _ 4 
Library Technic___ __ ___ __ _ _ _ ____ l , Technic of Teaching IL _ .--4 
Music or Fine Arts .4 Types of Literature ______ ____________ ___ .4 
Physical Education (3 quarters) .. 3 Electives selected with . the ap-
Psych.ology L __ ____ _ ____ __ .4 proval of adviser____ ___ __ 9 
Reading and Speech _ _4 
Social 1J.sages________ ___ _l Total 96 
Technic of Teaching L ___ ___ .4 
The above curriculum prepares students to teach in the third, fourth, fifth, and 
sixth grades. · 
All first-year subjects are prerequisites for student teaching in the second year. 
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UPPER GRADE CURRICULUM 
First Year 
Subjects Credits 
American Government _______________ .4 
American History ___ ____________ _____ ___ .4 
Arithmetic (Junior High School 
Mathematics) _____ __ ____ _______ _____ .4 
English I (Grammar) ___ __ _____ ____ .4 
English II (Composition) _______ ____ .4 
Geography __ ______ ____________ ____ _________ ____ .4 
Handwriting Technic __ ___ ____________ l
Library Technic __________ _ __________ l
Literature (Junior High School)_.4 
Physical Education (3 quarters) _:3 
Psychology I ___ ___________ ____ __________ __ __4 
Reading and Speech _____ ___ _____ ______ .4 
Science (Junior High School ) _____ .4 
Social Usages ___ __ ___ _______ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ! 
Technic of Teaching L ______________ _ .4 
Second . Year 
Subjects Credits 
Hygiene and Sanitation ________ _______ .4 
Physical Education (1 quarter) ____ ! 
Psychology II __ _____ _________________ .4 
Sociology__ ____ ___________ _______ _ __ __ .4 
Teaching L · ______ .4 
Teaching IL ___________ _________ _ __ :.4 
Technic of Teaching II ___ __ ________ ___ 4 
Electives chosen from the fields 
of: English, Geography, His-
tory, Mathematics, Science.12 
Additional electives selected with 
approval of adviser _________ ___ ___ 9 
Tota!___._. ____ __ . _____ ___________________ 96 
The above curriculum prepares students to teach in the sixth, seventh and 
eighth grades. 
All first-year subjects are prerequisites for student teaching in the second year. 
RURAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
First Year 
Subjects Credits 
American History________ ___ _ __ _____ _ .4 
Arithmetic ________ __ ___ ____ ---- ____________________ 4 
Biology L_______ _ _______ _____ 4 
English L __ _____ _ _ ____ ___ :__ ___ ____ ____ ____ 4 
English IL _ __ _, ________ _ .4 
Geography__ ___________ _ _ ________________ ____ .4 
Hygiene and Sanitation _____ _____ ___ ____ 2 
Industrial Arts (Handwork) _____ ______ .4 
Physical Education ____ ____ _____________ ___ _ 2 
Psychology I ___ ________________________ ____ _ 4 
Reading and Speech ___ __________ _______ __ _ 4 
Teaching I __________ ___ ____ ________ ______ __ _____ _4 
Technic for Rural Schools L ______ ___ .4 
Second Year 
Subjects Credits 
American Government ___ _______ ______ .4 · 
Children's Literature ________ ____ ___ ____ _4 
Fine Arts __ _______ ____ __ ______ __________ __ --4 
Hygiene and Sanitation ______ ____ ______ 2 
Physical Education .. ____________ _________ 2 
Physiography__ _ _ _ _______ _4 
Psychology IL _________ _______________ __ __ 4 
Sociology (Rural) __ __ __ ___ _____________ ___ .4 
Teaching Il ___ ____ _______ ___ _______ __ ____ ______ 4 ' 
Technic for Rural Schools IL ___ .4 
Electives selected with the ap-
proval of adviser ___ _____________ 12 
Total 96 
Some students are permitted to secure an elementary school limited certificate 
by completing one year of the rural school curriculum. Inasmuch as the cer-
tificate is issued for only one year of satisfactory work in the teachers college, 
the admission requirements are supplemented as follows: 
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Not more than one-fourth of the final high-school subject averages in the case 
of any student registering on the one-year rural school course shall be less than 
80 per cent; his English marks in each of his high-school years shall be at least 
80 per cent, and he shall rank above the lowest quarter of the students in his 
high-school graduating class. , 
Candidates for certificates are required to do student teaching in affiliated rural 
schools. There is some extra expense for these students due to living in the 
country during the rural school teaching. Deductions are not made in room 
rent for the time the student is engaged in teaching in the affiliated rural schools. 
DESIGNATION OF SPECIAL APTITUDES 
Graduates of any of the two-year diploma curricula may have their diplomas 
indicate in addition to the general field one of the special fields, such as Fine or 
Industrial Arts, Kindergarten, Music, and Physical Education. To be re-
commended as possessing special aptitude in one of the special fields, the stu-
dent must complete not less than 12 quarter hour credits in electives or addi-
tional subjects recommended by the adviser of the special field. Students with 
interests in these special fields should confer with the registrar and the adviser 
in regard to the particular courses that may be chosen. 
FOUR~YEAR DEGREE CURRICULUM 
The four-year degree curriculum is organized to prepare students for various 
types of teaching as well as for different fields of educational service. The 
degree of Bachelor of Education is conferred on those who finish the four-year 
course. The diploma will indicate the special fields for which the student has 
been prepared. 
The degree curriculum , prepares for the following fields: 
A. GENERAL FIELDS in both elementary schools and high schools for which 
the Teachers Colleges of Minnesota prepare teachers. 
Type of School Field of Service Certificate 




Rural Elementary School 
Kindergarten-Primary Advanced (*1) 
Intermediate 
Upper Grades 




Junior High School 
Senior High School 
Four-Year High School 
Junior-Senior High ~ 
School 




3. Teacher Training 
4. High School Administration and 
Supervision: 
1. Principal (*3) 
2. Superintendent 
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High School Standard 
General (*2) 
Elementary School Advanced 
plus special requirements in 
training and experience fixed 
by the State Board. 
High School Standard General 
plus special requirements of 
training and experience fixed 
by State Board. 
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B. SPECIAL FIELDS in both elementary schools and high schools for which 
the Teachers Colleges of Minnesota prepare teachers. 


















High School Standard 
Special ( *4) 
*1. Under the Minnesota law, Chapter 388, S. L. 1929, this certificate 
when so designated qualifies the holder to teach in any Junior High 
School. 
*2. Under the Minnesota law the holder of a High School standard general 
certificate shall be qualified to teach in the seventh and eighth grades 
. of an elementary school. 
*3. Under the Minnesota law any person who is qualified to be principal 
of any high school is thereby qualified to be principal of any elemen-
tary school. 
*4 : Under the Minnesota law the holder of a High School Standard Special 
certificate is qualified to teach the special subjects of his field in any 
elementary school as well as in any high school. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
Graduation from the four-year course is based on the earning of one hundred 
ninety-two quarter credits. These are to be distributed as follows: 
1. Constants-Subjects required of all candidates for the degree regardless 
of other requirements. The constants total ninety-six quarter hours. 
2. Majors and Minors- One major and a minor are required. A major shall 
consist of not less than twenty quarter hours, exclusive of constants, to be 
earned in one of the designated fields. A minor shall consist of twelve 
quarter hours, exclusive of constants, to be earned in one of the designated 
fields. · 
A. General Fields: 
Quarter 
Hours 
a. Education ................ .... 20 
b. English ......... ........... .... 24 
c. Social Sciences ............ 20 
d. Science .......................... -
Geography ........ ........ 28 
e. Mathematics ................ 20 
f. Foreign Languages ...... 24 
B. Special Fields: 
Quarter 
Hours 
a. Music ................. .............. ... -44 
b. Fine Arts ............. ................. 32 
c. Industrial Arts .... ................ 36 
d. Physical Education ............ 32 
3. Electives- which together with constants, maj.ors, and minors shall con-
stitute one hundred ninety-two quarter hours of work. 
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CONSTANTS RECOMMENDED BY YEARS 
All students on the degree course must complete the constants listed below, a 
total of ninety-six quarter hours. The subjects are grouped in accordance 
with the distribution recommended for each of the four years. 
Quarter 
First Year Hours 
Psychology L ______ ____ __ __ ______ __ __ 4 
English I, II, IIL_. ______ ____ _____ 12 
Hygiene and Sanitation ______ ____ 4 
Geography 4 
Biology!__ _________ 4 
Arithmetic ____ _______________ _________ ___ . 4 
Physical Ed. (2 terms)-·-·---- ---· 2 
Major, Minor or Electives .... 14 
48 
Third Year-
History of Education·-------·-··-· 4 
Sociology ... --······----·-··:··-·-----·-···· 4 
Teaching Technic IL ____________ _ .. 4 
Teaching I, 11---··----·- -·:----- -·· ···· 8 
Major, Minor, or Electives_ ... 28 
48 
Quarter 
Second Year- Hours 
Psychology IL. --------·· -----·--··- 4 
Types of Literature _____ ·---- -·-··· 4 
Children's Literature or Sur-
vey of World Lit· --- -- ----- ·· 4 
Biology IL ...... ·-·--·------ ------- -·-·- 4 
American History.·-----·-·---~··-:·· 4 
American Government_·----· ---- · 4 
Teaching Technic L --··--·-- -·· ···· 4 
Physical Ed. (2 terms) .·--··-··· -· ··2 
Major, Minor, or Electives .... 18 
48 
Fourt h Year-
Principles of Education ____ _ ···· 4 
Economics _____ ··--- -- -- --- --- -- --- --- -· ···· 4 
Teaching IIL ..... -----··· -··--·····' -·· 4 
Major, Minor, or Electives_ ... 36 
48 
DETAIL OF MAJ OR AND MINOR REQUIREMENTS 
In the case of a major all the prescribed subjects must be taken and enough 
electives chosen to meet the credit hour requirements. In the case of a minor, 
two-thirds of the required credits must be chosen from the prescribed subjects. 
Students should consult the registrar or the advisers regarding the electives 
and additional subj ects. 
The prescribed subjects and the number of quarter hour .credits required for 
each field are as follows: 
I. PROFESSIONAL 
1. Education-Major, 20 Quarter Hours 
Prescribed subjects : Quarter Hours 
Tests and Measurements.·- ·- -·--·····- ----· --·- ·· ----"'------- -· ---- ······------- ··· 4 
Curriculum_····-··---·--······---···-------.,··-- -------·-----------······----···- -------··- ·· 4 
Elementary or secondary. 
Electives-Education: .... __ --····-··· ·- ········--·---·· -· -·--·· . -·---·. ___ ··-·-··- __ __ .... 12 
II. ACADEMIC: 
2. English-Major, 24 Quarter Hours 
Prescribed subjects: 
Advanced Composition __ ·· ······-·-·-······:···- ·-- ·- -······------ -- --·······-----·· 4 
Literature I, II, IIL_··· ··--··-· -·-···-·-·-··-···----- -- -·· --· ·- ··-·--·········--- -···12 
Developments of English Literature, Beowulf to Twen-
tieth Century. 
Electives-English .... .... . ·---····· -·- ·--·····-·-----····--------·-···-·-·-···-· -·- -··-···· 8 
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3. Social Sciences-Major, 24 Quarter Hours Quarter Hours 
Prescribed subjects: 
European History I, 1500-1815 ................................................ 4 
European History II, 1815-Present .... ...................................... 4 
American History.... ................................ . .. . .... 4 
Elective Social and Economic Electives- credits from follow-
ing fields: 
History, Economics and Sociology ............... ......... ... .. .. ........... .- 8 
4. Science-Major, 28 Quarter Hours 
Prescribed subjects: 
Six courses from the Biological and Physical Sciences: 
Chemistry I, II, III .. ..... .... ................. .... .. .................................. 12 
Physics, I, II, IIL ...... ......................... ........ ........................... 12 
Biology I, II, IIL ......................... ................................. 12 
or 
Six courses in Geography ........ ................................... .. ............. 24 
Electives- Science .. .. .............................. .......... .. ........ ... ......... .... 4 
5. Mathematics- Major, 20 Quarter Hours 
Prescribed subjects: 
College Algebra ...... ....................................... ........ : ....... .............. 4 
Trigonometry........................................... . ..................... 4 
Analytics ........... .. .......... ... .. .. ..... ............. ............ ...... 4 
Electives-Mathematics............ ...... . .................. ............ 8 
6. Foreign Languages- Major, 24 Quarter Hours 
Two years of study of a foreign language-French, Latin or 
German. 
(Prerequisites, two years of high school work or equivalent 
in the language chosen for the major.) 
III. SPECIAL: 
7. Industrial Arts-Major, 36 Quarter Hours 
Prescribed subjects: 
Woodwork, including Wood Turning .... ........ ................ ......... . 4 
Principles of Mechanical Drawing .... ......... .......... ..................... 4 
Sheet Metal and Machine Work.. ............. .... . . ............ 4 
Electricity............................ ........................... ..................... ........ 4 
Printing...... ............. ..... ........... .. .... ........... ... ......... 4 
Electives: (selected from following) 16 Quarter Hours 
Advanced Woodwork .............................. ........ ... ... .. .................... 4 
Architectural Drawing...... . ............................... 4 
Advanced Printing ..................................................................... 4 
Auto Mechanics ............... ...... . ..... ... ..... ....... ........ .. 4 
Lower Grade Craft Work. ..... .......................... .... ..................... 4 
Photography .. .. ...... .... ........ ............................... ........................ . 4 
Cement and Concrete ............ ....... ...... ... .............. ............ ........ .. 4 
History of Industrial Arts Course ....... ,.................................... 4 
8. Physical Education-Major, 32 Quarter Hours 
Prescribed subjects: 
Advanced Physiology ................................................................. 4 
Anatomy ...................................................................................... 4 
Kinesiology .. .. .. .. . .. .. .................................................................... 4 
History of Physical Education...... . ............................. .. .4 
Physical Measures ...................................... .... ........................ .. .. 4 
Coaching ............................... ...... ............. ....... .... ............. ........... . 4 
Playground Management .. .... .. ...... ......... ............... .... ... ............. 4 
Corrective Gymnastics ......... ................................. ..................... 4 
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9. Music-Major, 44 Quarter Hours 
~~~~~= ~~~~ 
Principles of Music ... .. ..... ,........ ....... .... .. ... . .. ............ ............ 4 
Harmony!. ............... .. ........ .. ..................... ... ....... .... ..... .... ............ 4 
Harmony II .......................... .. ................ .. ....................... : ........ .... 4 
Appreciation of Music ...... ...... .................. .......................... .... .... 4 
Sight Singing .... ............ .... ............ ........................ ........................ 4 
Counterpoint.... .... . ............................................ ... ............. 4 
History of Music ...................... .. .............................................. ... . 4 
Applied Music 
Ensemble experience: 
Chorus ......................................................... ........................... 2 
Band ...... .. .. ......... ................... ... .. ............... ........ ........................ 2 
Orchestra ........................ .................. .... .................................... 2 
Voice .................................. ......... ........................... ........................ 4 
Piano ............................... · .................................................... 3 
Symphonic Instrument .... .. a • •• •••••••••••• •• • •• ••• , •••••••••••• •• • • ••••••••••••••• 3 
10. Fine Arts-Major, 32 Quarter Hours 
Prescribed subjects: 
Principles of Art .......................... .................. .. ............................ 4 
Art Structure ....................... ..... .. ... ......... .. ........ ......... .. ..... ... · ......... 4 
design a,nd composition 




Pottery .... .. ............ .......................................... .. ............................ 4 
Art Appreciation ...... .................... : ............................................... 4 
History of Art .... .......... .. ................... ....................... ............... .... 4 
Electives ........................................................... . .................. 8 
PRIVATE LESSONS IN VOICE, PIANO ·AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRU-
MENTS 
One year of private lessons in voice and one year in piano or orchestra instruc-
tion are required of all students who major in music. The fee for lessons in 
voice, piano or orchestra instruction is $18.0Q per quarter of twelve weeks. 
Class instruction in voice, piano and orchestral instruments is also offered for 
a small fee. 
The music department determines whether the student should take private or 
class lessons, but the equivalent of one year each of private lessons in piano and 
voice must be completed before graduation. 
Students, not majoring in music and wh~ wish the advantages of private or 
. class work, may register for the work a. any time. 
One-half hour to one hour of practice per day is required of all voice students 
and one to two hours of practice per day is required of all piano and instrumental 
students. · 
The lessons in voice, piano and orchestral instruments are given in the studios 
of the new Music Hall. · 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
(Each course is a four-quarter credit course unless otherwise indicated.) 
ART 
The courses in art include a study of the science and relation of colors~ free- · 
hand drawing and coloring from nature and still life; the handling of pencil, 
crayon, charcoal, and water-color; perspective in simple problems; applied de-
sign from nature study; lettering as applied to posters, book pages, covers, etc.; 
interior decoration in drawing, coloring, and design; picture study as applied 
to school and home; landscape in natural and decorative composition; and other 
forms of practical application. The purpose is to broaden the field of vision 
through an appreciation of beauty in its broadest sense. ' 
Art for Primary and Intermediate Grades-In this course, after the teaching 
of the fundamental principles of the subject, work is given that is especially 
adapted to the needs of teachers of the first five grades. 
Art for Upper Grades-The first six weeks of this course are devoted to the 
fundamental principles of the subject and the last six weeks to work adapted 
to the needs of teachers of the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. 
Art Elective-This course is offered as an elective to students who have made 
a grade of B or above in one of the preceding courses in art. Special emphasis 
is placed upon the correlation of art with the other subjects of the curriculum. 
Emphasis is also placed upon the appreciation of art, architecture, and picture 
study. The purpose of this course is purely cultural. 
Composition Drawing-This class studies, from simple abstract form in the be-
ginning, the problems of the organization of space and volume. Work is given, 
also, in the movement of values through a composition. 
Costume Designing- This course deals with color theory, line and the history 
of costume and their practical applications in. the productions of plays. The 
class designs and makes costumes for use in the dramatic organizations. 
History .of Art-This course is a survey of the Arts through the .ages. It is 
designed for the purpose of giving students an understanding of the problems 
of the artists or craftsman of every age and the influences which have caused 
the evolution of Art. 
Special Art- This work is given to students who have shown special ability 
in art and who wish to do special work in this field. It includes free-hand 
drawing, organization, color, sketching out of doors and sketching of students 
who will pose in costume. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
Hygiene and Sanitation- The course deals :with the problems of maintaining 
health through care of eyes, teeth, respiratory system, heart, and other organs; 
maintaining a high state of resistance and immunity; and preventing communi-
cation of disease. Some time is spent on the general plan of the body and its 
functioning as ·a basis for intelligent health procedures. · 
General Biology-A general course in the study of plant and animal life including 
(1) a study of many of the broader biological principles which have greatly 
influenced our thought and control of our environment, (2) a more intimate 
study of those plants and animals most frequently used in elementary science. 
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General Physiology-The fundamental processes in plant and animal life; photo-
synthesis, absorption, translocation, digestion, food storage, respiration, as-
similation, growth, repair, general metabolism, gland action, and response to 
stimuli. 
2 hrs. · Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Winter Quarter 
Genetics-This course is arranged to acquaint the student with the laws govern-
ing likenesses and differences among individuals. It includes reproduction, 
development, heredity, environment, and evolution together with their rela-
tionships to plant and animal bre!;!ding. Some laboratory work is done at 
hours to be arranged. 
Winter Quarter. Prerequisite-General Biology , 
Ecology-The inter-relations of plants and animals with their environment. 
The units of the courses are (1) the inter-relations of individual plants and 
animals with the•factors of the environment, (2) plant and animal communities 
of the St. Cloud Region, (3) plant and animal succession, (4) life regions of the 
United States. 
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab. Fall Quarter. Prerequisite-General 
Biology. 
Entomology- A general course in the relations of insects to human welfare; col-
lecting and rearing in,sects; the study of their structures, life histories and 
classification. Considerable emphasis is placed on the use of insects as teach-
ing materials. 
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab. Fall Quarter. Prerequisite-General 
Biology. 
Local Flora-This course in the classification and relationships of the plants of 
the St.Cloud Region affords an opportunity to become acquainted with the 
principal families of flowering plants in their natural habitats. Members of 
the class have access to the College Herbarium of local plants. 
2 hrs. · Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab. Spring Quarter. · Prerequisite-
.General Biology. 
Ornithology- This course deals with the classification, habits, and economic 
status of the resident and migratory birds of the St.Cloud Region. Emphasis 
is placed on birds as teaching materials. 
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hra. Field and Lab. Spring Quarter. · Prerequisite--
General Biology. 
Plant Morphology-This course consists of a study of the development of the 
plant kingdom. Each plant group is studied rather intensively from the point 
of view of reproduction, form, and_relationship of one form to the other. This 
development is traced from the simplest algae and fungi through to the seed 
plants. 
EDUCATION 
- Child Training-This course presents the fundamentals of psychology with 
special emphasis on their application·s to the training of the child so as hest to 
promote physical, mental, emotional and social development. Reading, Lec-
ture, observation in the nursery school. 
Child Training Technic-This course is intended to acquaint the student with 
the literature in the field of child training and to give an opportunity for the 
practical application of the principles of child training. Assisting in the Nur-




Educational Administration-This course is intended to acquaint students 
with the administration of education in the United States. It 'deals with the 
problems relating to the participating of the Federal Government in education; 
the organization and duties of state departments of education; the major ac-
tivities of boards and superintendents in local school units. 
Educational .Trends and Practices- In this course the outstanding modern trends 
and practices in public education are emphasized. 
Elementary School Curriculum- This course is designed for those interested 
in the theories and technic of curriculum construction, the application of theories 
to curriculum organization, and the use of scientific investigations in the selec-
tion and organization of materials. 
History of Education- This course is designed for students enrolled in the 
four-year curriculum. It includes a general survey of the evolution of educa-
tion beginning with the Greeks. A brief survey of educational development 
among chief western nations during the 19th century is followed by a detailed 
study of the growth of the American public school system. 
Individual Differences-This course treats of individual differences from the 
psychological and the pedagogical aspects. Unit~ considered under the psychologi-
cal aspect are: Statistics of measurement and expression of differences and re-
lationships; nature, amount and distribution of individual differences; sex; 
race ; mental inheritance ; influences of maturity and of environment; correla-
tion of mental traits; mental types; exceptional children. The pedagogical 
aspect considers the units of: Maladjustments of schools to individual differ-
ences, typical plans to adjust schools to individual differences, individualiza-
tion of instruction, ability grouping, characteristics of bright and dull pupils. 
Kindergarten Technics-(I ) Experimentation with educational play materials 
to show their possibilities as a medium of expression. (2) A study of materials 
suitable for young children such as clay, cloth, card-board, paint, paper, roving 
and wood. (3) A study of the songs, games and rhythms used in the kin-
dergarten with practice in playing and directing games. 
Lower Primary Education-This course includes; (1) a study of the charac-
teristics of children from two to seven years of age, (2 ) a brief survey of the 
experiments in pre-school education, (3) a study of the fundamental Froebelian 
principles and their application to present kindergarten practice, (4) a study of 
the methods that coordinate the activities of pupils of the kindergarten and first 
grade, (5 ) a study of the principles of selection and use of materialsjn the edu-
cation of young children, (6) experimentation with materials in play-projects. 
Principles of Education- This course presents the aims and functions in Edu-
cation in a Democracy; historical development of essential trends in educa-
tion; and the philosophy and points of view of influencing educators at the pre-
sent time. 
Psychology I - This course endeavors to lay the foundation for future study 
of the individual by showing the physiological and psychological relationship 
of actions, that is, the relation between the "bodily functions" and "mental 
functions." The course is open to all first year students. 
Psychology II. Educational Psychology- Psychology of learning with appli-
cation to classroom practices. Individual differences, their nature, amount 
and distribution; statistics; marking systems; heredity; environment; maturity. 
Psychology II I. Tests and Measurements-Their administration; diagnosis 
through tests in the elementary and junior high school fields in ·each of the school 
subjects; P{Oviding for remedial instruction based on test diagnosis; nature 
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and construction of informal objective tests; study of various remedial and 
drill materials in the different subjects. Each student receives special training 
in the giving, scoring, and interpreting of standard tests. 
Psychology IV. Mental Tests-A laboratory study of group mental tests used 
in the kindergarten, elementary school, high school, and college. The giving, 
scoring, and interpreting of intelligence tests are a major consideration. Special 
emphasis is placed upon the reliability and validity -0f these instruments as a 
means of educational guidance. Tests of personality traits, special aptitude 
tests, and vocational guidance tests receive some study. 3 credits. 
Rural School Methods-This includes the selection and organization of materials 
for instruction in ungraded schools and actual teaching in the affiliated rural 
schools. 
Rural School Management-This course deals with three phases of work: Plans 
and preparation for residence in a rural community, a study of problems of 
organization and management and rural lesson planning. 
Secondary School Curriculum-This course deals with principles of secondary 
school curricula construction; types of programs of study, curricula, subjects 
of study, constants, variables, electives. 
School Administration-The application of educational science to the adminis-
tration of the school is the keynote of this course. Emphasis is put on scientific 
organization and school discipline. Under the first heading appear the topics: 
the age-progress table, the administrator's use of standard tests, flexible school 
organization, the daily 'program, school marks, attendance, records, and reports. 
Under the heading of school discipline appear the following topics: rules and 
punishments, habit formation, student participation in school control, school 
morale, and ·extra-curricular activities. Other topics studied are: the State 
School Laws, special problems of the teacher, and the principles underlying 
modern public school administration. 
Supervision I-This course deals with the functions and duties of a supervisor 
as related to the improvement of instruction; specific supervisory technics; 
objective analysis of classroom activity; present day super_visory problems studi-
ed through numerous case studies. 
Supervision JI- This course includes uses of standardized tests in improving 
instruction; objective evaluation of the results of teaching; diagnosis of class 
room work and remedial measures; tests as aids to teaching; following up a test-
ing program. 
Teaching I and JI- Required in the last year of two-year curricula and in the 
third year of four-year curricula. The prerequisites are the courses designated 
for the preceding year or years of the respective curricula, with an average 
standing of at least C, particularly in academic and professional subjects as 
well as in all courses taken (i. e. including special subjects as art, music, and 
industrial arts) . Technic II is carried during the first quarter of teaching. 
Eight honor points in teaching are required. 
Students teach in the grades for .which their curriculum is designed to prepare 
them. Their preferences as to grades and subjects are considered in assigning 
them to classes. Supervisors assist them with problems of selection and or-
ganization of materials, teaching and management. Besides teaching, the work 
includes group and individual conferences, assigned readings and reports, di-
rected observation, and the planning of daily and longer units of teaching. 
While skill in teaching is one of the objectives of these courses, they seek to 
develop teachers who strive for a growing mastery of principles of education 




Teaching is done in Riverview School on the campus, and in the public schools 
of St.Cloud and Sauk Rapids. 
Unlike other courses, Teaching I and II require daily attendance. The usual 
assignment is for two quarters for one college period daily. In addition, ex-
cept during summer session, student teachers keep the first college period free 
for conferences. During summer session, these conferences are held during 
the afternoon. 
Students not in residence expecting student-teaching assignments after one or 
more quarters away from the college should write to the Director of Training 
at least two months before the time when they wish to be assigned to student 
teaching. Teaching I is not offered during the summer session. 
Teaching I I /.-Required in the last year of four-year curricula. The pre-
requisites are 144 quarter credits including Teaching I and II with at least a 
C average in all courses taken. Four honor points are required for credit. 
The general character of the course is much as indicated above for Teaching I 
and II. It requires, however, a higher standard of daily preparation and achieve-
ment. Students are expected to apply preceding and parallel courses in pro-
gressive interpretation and constructive criticism of their own teaching. 
Students ordinarily teach in two fields, each for a half-quarter. 
Technic of Teaching I. (Primary Gr!]des) - This is an introductory course 
Topics considered are: aims of modern schools; routinization and its relation 
to initiative; characteristics and interests of primary children; individual 
differences; selection and organization of subject matter and activities; the 
nature and laws of learning; types of lesson plans. After consideration of each 
topic students are as~isted in the applications of the principles developed. 
Lessons with children are observed to note exemplification of these principles. 
Technic of Teaching I (Intermediate Grades) - The course is the same as above 
except that the applications planned and observed are for intermediate grades. 
Technic of Teaching I ( Upper Grades)-This course is the same as the above 
except that 'the principles and observations are for upper grades. 
Technic of Teaching JI-This course must be taken the same quarter as the 
first student teaching and by special arrangements with the Director of the 
Training Department. Unit organization of subject matter and specific ac-
tivities are worked out, class technic are developed and skillful teaching in 
the Training School is observed and discussed. Special emphasis is placed upon 
the attitudes, habits and ski!ls a child may attain through an activity curricu-
lum and conscious training in social adjustments. 
Technic of T eaching II (Primary Grades)~ The interests and needs of the child 
are studied and used as a basis for the study of suitable subject matter and 
activities of learning. 
Technic of Teaching II (Intermediate Grades)-This course is the same as the 
above with attention directed to interests and needs of the intermediate grade 
child. 
Technic of Teaching II (Junior High School Grades)-Besides the above out-
lined course, the needs of the junior high school students are stressed. A brief 
study of school reports and Minnesota school laws are included. 
Technic of Teaching JJJ- Technic of secondary school instruction. Principles 
of secondary school instruction as they apply to problems, case studies, con-
tracts. Application of these technics to curricular subjects. Diagnostic and 
remedial teaching, testing and measuring in the high school. 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Contemporary Literature- A study of the poetry and prose of the Twentieth 
Century, with special emphasis on biography. 
Drama-Historical development of the English Drama from -its inception to 
Sheridan. Representative plays are studied from the standpoint of their con-
tributions to the technic of staging to characterization or plot construction. 
English I. Grammar-The purposes of the course are to gain an understanding 
of such parts of English Grammar as function in oral and written language, to 
study methods of teaching grammar and to consider other phases of language 
work in the elementary school. 
English I I. Composition I-The purpo_se of this course is to enable the student to 
use habitually clear and effective oral and written English. To this end, ex-
position and such pieces of narrative as are constantly required in class-room 
explanations are emphasized. 
English III. Composition II- The course is designed to give as broad a composi-
tion experience as possible, both oral and written. Hence three or four of the 
following types, one after another, are selected by the registrants-narrative, 
informal essay, character sketch, c_ontroversial composition, local-color sketch, 
occasional article, reflective essay, descriptive articles; then models from credit-
able writers are studied to learn how authors produce their effects; these types 
are then attempted in oral and written compositions. Systematic vocabulary 
building is carried on throughout the course. 
English IV. Types of Literature.- The purpose of the coqrse is to give as much 
as possible of the enjoyment of literature. The types studied are the short 
story, the novel, the essay, and narrative and lyric poetry. In addition to 
the selections read by the group as a whole, an attempt is made to direct the 
individual registrant into the paths and by-paths of the great field of literature. 
English V. Children's Literature- The purpose is to familiarize students with 
the best literature for children, to teach them discrimination in the selection 
of material, and to acquaint them with the best methods of presentation. A 
study is made of fairy and folk tales, myths, fables, legends, Bible stories, na-
tional hero tales, poetry, and fiction. Practice is given in the introduction of 
books to children, in story-telling, in story-writing, in dramatization, in verse 
writing, and in the teaching of appropriate poems. This course is differenti-
ated into primary, intermediate and upper grades. 
English VI.-A critical study of Browning and Tennyson. A brief survey of 
the romantic school of poetry from Thompson to Wordsworth. Topic_s and 
discussion relating to Arnold, Morris, Rossetti, Kipling, Noyes, Brooke, and 
Masefield. 
Interpretative Reading-This course includes the study of thought and feeling 
as a basis for oral interpretation; phrasing, in its relations to thinking; the tech-
nic of clear enunciation and of voice production. The selections studied may 
be chosen according to individual needs, from one or more of the following fields: 
poetry; addresses and speeches; story-telling for the grades; dramatic selections. 
Reading and- Speech (Primary Grades)-The purpose of this course is to ac-
quaint students with the principles and methods involved in the teaching of 
reading in the first three grades, and emphasizes the aims to be attained in each 
grade. Special attention is given to such problems as prerequisites to learning 
to read; pre-primer reading; incidental reading; seatwork; phonics; recreational 
reading, both silent and oral; work type reading; and remedial work. Some 
time is spent in the observation of teaching. 
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Reading and Speech (Intermediate Grades)-This course is a study of the read-
ing problems of grades four, five, and six. It includes such topics as the aims 
to be attained in intermediate grade reading; recreational and ·work type read-
ing, both oral and silent; reading tests; individual differences; remedial work; 
and vocabulary building. Some time is spent in the observation of teaching. 
Reading and Speech ( Upper Grades and Junior High School)-Special con-
sider·ation of reading problems peculiar to grades seven and eight. Reading 
objectives, various types of reading and methods of procedure; lesson plans, 
use and choice of texts; individual differences; diagnostic testing and remedial 
teaching. 
Romantic Movement- A study of the important poets and prose writers of 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with special emphasis on the contri-
bution of each to the movement away from classicism of Pope's day or toward 
the realism of today. · 
Survey of World Literature- A study of the dominant ideas of ancient, mediae-
val and modern civilization as they are found reflected in the great literary 
products of each period and echoed in English literature. 
GEOGRAPHY 
Geography I - The course consists of a study of relationships between human 
activities and types of natural environment. (It is the object of this course 
to give the student a general knowledge of natural environmental conditions 
throughout the world.) 
Geography II- A course in economic geography which deals with relationships 
between types · of human activities and natural environment. 
Prerequisite: Geography I. 
Geography of A sia- A regional study of the countries of southeastern Asia. 
As in all studies in modern geography emphasis is placed upon relationships 
between human activities and the natural environment of the region. 
Prerequisites: Geography I and II. · 
Geography of Europe- A regional treatment of the continent. A geographic 
interpretation of political and economic conditions of the more important 
nations. 
Prerequisites: Geography I and II. 
Geography of South America- A study of the major geographic regions of South 
America. The core of organization for each region is the leading activity. 
Prerequisites: Geography I and II. 
Conservation of Natural Resources- A study of the natural resources of the 
United States including the history of their exploitation and the movement 
to conserve them by scientific forestry, reclamation of waste lands, checking 
of erosion. · 
General Geology- A study of the origin, history and structure of the earth. 
Great processes and changes at work. Laboratory and field work. 
Prerequisite: Physiography. 
Historical Geography- A study of the relations between the settlement and 
development of the United States and the elements of the natural environment. 
Prerequisites: Geography I and a college credit in U. S. History. 
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Meteorology-A study of the atmosphere, factors underlying weather fore-
casting and the making of the weather maps, and the instruments used in gather-
ing climatic data. 
Prerequisite: Geography I. 
Physiography-The origin of land forms, the agencies and processes at work 
producing them. Interpretation of Topographic maps, a study of the com-
mon rocks and minerals and field trips in this region are included in this course. 
Regional Geography of North America- A first course in Regional Geography 
including a study of the whole continent on the basis of natural regions. · Em-
phasis is placed on the United States. In each region the leading activities 
and their relation to the natural environment is worked out. 
Prerequisite: Geography I. 
Technic of Teaching Geography in the Grades-This course purports to acquaint 
students with geographic materials and their sources. Gradation of such 
materials and technic of presentation through pictures, maps, and graphs 
are emphasized. Opportunity will be provided for the organization of units 
for teaching in the respective grades. 
Prerequisites: Geography I and II, and Regional Geography of North America. 
HANDWRITING 
Handwriting Technic-The purpose of this course is to provide a fundamental 
knowledge of the mechanics, pedagogy and supervision of handwriting through-
out the elementary grades. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Industrial Arts I. Industrial Activities for Elementary Schools-The purpose 
of this course is to meet the needs of the teachers who will teach in the first six 
grades and in rural schools. A study is made of primitive and modern indus-
trial life dealing with the most common out-of-door and indoor trades. The 
work deals with simple bookbinding, lettering, toy-making, interior decora-
tion, costume design. Drawing, word study, arithmetic, geography, history, 
and color study are applied to the projects so that the child in the grades will 
have a better understanding of the industrial life of the past and present. 
Industrial Arts . II. Woodworking Principles-A general study of forestry 
and the woodworking industries is taken up during the early part of the term. 
Hand tools and processes are studied and an outline for a course .of study is 
worked out. The course deals with uch projects and problems as are met in 
the upper grades and junior high school classes. 
Industrial Arts Ill. Principles of Drawing-The course deals with free-hand 
drawing as applied to everyday uses in the trades. The history of lettering 
is studied to show its relation to drawing. The simple laws that govern out-
line, shadows, and color are worked out in problems that arise in school and 
the trades. The course covers a brief study of the fine and industrial arts as 
they apply to modern commercial life. 
Industrial Arts IV. Cabinet Making-Shop management and vocational 
guidance are given careful consideration during the first part of the term. A 
study of tools, machines, and processes used in · cabinet making and pattern 
making that will apply best to community -and school conditions are built into 
one, two, and three-year courses. · 
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Industrial Arts V. Principles of Drafting-This course applie~ modern draft-
ing room practices to junior and senior high-school courses in .mechanical draw-
ing. The studep.t is taught to supplement word descriptions with adequate 
drawings and sketches. Students will furnish their own drawing instruments 
and supplies. 
• Industrial Arts VI. Architectural Design-Architecture includes home plan-
ning and building. Building the home to meet individual needs, how to assist 
the architect, builder, plumber and the electrician are given careful considera-
tion. Part of the course deals with interior decorating and landscape garden-
ing. Types of families and individuals are studied. Color schemes are worked 
out that will harmonize with interior decorations and furnishings. In land-
scape, the location of the house and how to make it attractive by the use of 
trees, shrubs, vines, plants, flowers, walks, and gardens. are studied and worked 
out in miniature. 
Industrial Arts VII. Printing and Bookbinding- A brief study of the print-
ing industries is taken up in connection with the management and printing of 
a school paper. Bookbinding, illustrating, and job work are studied and worked 
out in practical projects offered by the college. 
Industrial Arts VIII. Elementary Radio Englneering-This course deals with 
the principles which govern radio broadcasting and receiving. The student is 
giveri a simple radio engineering course that he can make use of in public school 
work when he enters that field. Students will be given sets to repair, and take 
part in broadcasting programs. Cabinet Making and General Shop Principles 
courses must be completed before signing up for this course. 
Industrial Arts IX. General,, Shop Principles- This course has been designed 
to meet the needs of the teacher who will have to deal with the boy that wants 
a general acquaintance as to the uses of electricity, sheet metal work, plumbing, 
cement work, and elementary machine shop practice as it applies to the home and 
trade conditions. 
Industrial Arts X. Organization and Administration of Industrial Educat.ion-
Study of accepted methods of analysis and organization. Actual analysis of 
content by the student, and organization of courses for specifi_c sc)lool situa-
tions in: study, shopwork, drawing and combination courses. 
Industrial Arts XI. Principles of Industrial Education-Brief consideration 
of the development leading up to the present place of industrial arts in educa-
tion. Study of the theory and principles underlying industrial work in the ele-
mentary school and junior .high school. Final attention to relationships with 
similar work in advanced education and specialized training agencies. 
Industrial Arts XII. Industrial Photography- The purpose of this course is 
to give a general working knowledge of the best methods used by leading Com-
mercial and Industrial Photographers in publicity work and record forms. 
The course teaches the use of camera and lens, developing, printing, enlarg-
ing, lantern slide making, tinting, composition and the making of portraits 
for school annuals and record forms. Students are required to own their own 
cameras for field work and furnish their own supplies. 
Industrial Arts XIII. Visual Educ'ation /.- The course deals with a study of 
observation and how it may be applied for instructional purposes to supple-
ment the work of the text book and field trips. The work of the course covers: 
Seeing ar,d Selecting, Sketching with pencil and pen, Chalk drawing, Voice 
training, Model making, Planning· exhibitions, Museum management. In-
dustrial Photography is a prerequisite to this course. 
Industrial Arts XIV. Visual Education II- The course is a continuation of 
Industrial Arts XIII. The student covers work in: Organizing Visual In-
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struction Centers, Care and Management of Equipments, Planning an Obser-
vational Lesson, Teaching from Pictures and Models. Evening Schools for adult 
education through pictures and discussion. Each student will be required to 
give an illustrated lecture using lantern slides, motion pictures or drawings, 
or models he has made for that special purpose. 
Prerequisite: Visual Education I. 
LIBRARY 
Library Technic- The purpose of the course is to make efficient users of books 
and libraries. The work covers the rules and plan of the library; its classifi-
cation; the card catalog; the Reader's , Guide; other special indexes; parts of 
the book; reference books; and the making of a bibliography as a summary of 
library research methods. It also includes the first essentials in the choice, 
organization and use of the school library. 
School Library Methods- A course planned to train teachers to organize and 
conduct school libraries. It covers the types and choice of books for the school 
library; the organization of the library; and its use by the children, teachers 
and the community. 
MATHEMATICS 
Analytic Geometry- This course includes Graphical representation of a func-
tion; Systems of ~oordinates; Trigonometric and exponential equations; Para-
metric equations; Empirical equations; Maxima and minima; Conic Sections. 
Arithmetic-The course includes a study of the reading and writing of numbers, 
the four fundamental operations with integers, denominate numbers, common 
and decimal fractions, measureme_nts and estimates, and simple mensuration. 
An intensive study is made of the best professional books and references on the 
topics of the course. A study is made of the educational aims of arithmetic 
and of present day demands and tendencies. Several of the best state and city 
courses in arithmetic and standard textbooks in the subject are studied. 
College Algebra- The topics included are quadratics, progressions, binomial 
theorem, permutations and combinations, determinants, and theory of equa-
tions. 
Differential and Integral Calculus-This course includes limits; the deriva-
tive; maxima and minima; curves; evolutes and involutes; integration; partial 
and total derivatives; multiple integrals; integration of rational fractions. 
Junior High School Mathematics-This course is required for those who plan 
to teach in upper grades and in Junior High Schools. It provides for the teach-
ing of Arithmetic, Intuitional Geometry and Algebra. 
Trigonometry-The topics included are Trigonometric Functions; solution of 
right triangles; trigonometric properties of angles; formulas; oblique triangles; 
inverse notation; area of triangles; radian measure; trigonometric equations. 
MUSIC 
Appreciation J~ This course includes a study of the principles of form in its 
development from the folk song to the symphony; drill in the discrimination 
of the tone quality of instruments and of the tone color produced by combina-
tions of instruments. 
Appreciation JI-This course emphasizes con tent in music as influenced by the 
personal characteristics and environment of a composer, by his nationality, 
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and by the period in which he lived. Special study is made of the lives and works 
of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Tschaikowski, 
Debussy, and Strauss. 
Prerequisite: History of Music and Appreciation I. 
Ear Training- A course in the transcribing of melodies, two-part, three-part, 
and four-part work from piano dictation. Memorization of melodic materials. 
Aural recognition of much~used chord progressions and cadence formulae. 
The aim of the course is to enable the student to have a quicker aural percep-
tion of both chords and melodies in their proper rhythmic relations. 
Harmony I-This course includes a study of major and minor scale structures; 
three-tone chord formation and inversions; intervals and inversions; cadences; 
transpositions; simple melody formation; harmonic and non-harmonic, orna-
mental tones; four-part harmony involving principal triads; analysis; ear train-
ing in the natural tendencies of active to rest tones, in major and minor chords 
and their inversions, in melodies and two-voiced harmony. Keyboard work is 
combined with the study of scales, intervals, chords, and cadences. 
Harmony II-This course includes a study of harmonic progression away from 
and towards a key; relation of triads within a key; seventh chord; modulation 
transposition_ continued; chord selection; voice, progression; elementary com-
position; analysis; ear training in chords and inversions; dominant and dimin-
ished seventh chords, inversions, and_ resolutions; resolutions of dissonant in-
tervals; melo'dies; two-voiced harmony; keyboard work made essential in 
modulation, transposition, and resolution of seventh chords. 
Prerequisites: Appreciation I and Harmony I. 
History of Music-This course includes a study of the music of primitive na-
tions; the rise and development of church music and opera and seventh oratorio; 
of the development of instruments; of classicism and romanticism in music; 
and of the development of modern musical forms. 
• Music I. Sight Reading-This course includes sight reading; ear training; 
training in enunciation tone placing, and rhythm in connection with the teach-
ing of rote songs. 
Music III. Music in Primary Grades-This course includes methods in the 
teaching of rote songs; sight reading; theory and appreciation through the third 
grade; ear training. Training in the care of the child voice; preparation of 
lesson plans; teaching of illustrative lessons. 
Music IV. Music in Intermediate Grades and Junior High School- This course 
includes ear training in tone combinations; enunciation and tone placing; 
song interpretation; methods of sight reading and appreciation through the 
intermediate and upper grades, including junior high school; preparation of 
lesson plans; teaching illustrative lessons. 
Music V. Music Administration-This course includes conducting; outlin-
ing of work; preparation and conducting of school entertainments; choice and 
organization of materials; organization of glee clubs, orchestras, and choruses; . 
training in voice testing and the care of the adolescent voice through mutation. 
Orchestration-Orchestration includes a study of the instruments of the orches-
tra as to register and tone quality; a study of orchestral scores and the orches-
tration of simple selections. 
Piano Class Methods-This course enables the student to gain a clear perspec-
tive of principles, methods and procedure employed in teaching class piano to 
children. The course is given because of the demand for piano teachers, who 
can conduct class piano instruction in the public schools. "The Melody Way" 
Class Piano Course by W. Otto Miessner is used as a basic method. Oppor- · 
tunity will be afforded for observation of children's classes. 
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PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION 
The young women use regulation gymnasium suits and black gymnasium shoes 
or · slippers. These should be purchased after arrival at the college in order 
that there may be uniformity. 
Administration and Supervision-(Required of students majoring in Physical 
Education.) This course deals with organization, equipment, and supervision 
of Physical Education. It includes also consideration of the administrative 
problems. 
Anatomy-(Required of students majoring in Physical Education.) A de-
tailed study of the gross structures of the body. Special study is made of pro-
visions for movements, bones, joints, ligaments and muscles, in preparation for 
Kinesiology. 
Apparatus- (Required of all students majoring in Physical Education.) The 
purpose of this course is to give the stu_dent the knowledge of the nomenclature, 
the uses, the values, and the technic of various types of apparatus. 2 credits. 
Baseball-Emphasis is placed on the details of batting, baserunning, fielding, 
team rules, signals, a:nd rules. 
Basketball-The game is taken up from the point of view of the coach. The 
theory of coaching, handling of men, and different styles of offense and defense 
used by the leading coll,ches are studied. Fundamentals of the game, such as 
passing, goal throwing, dribbling, turns, stops, and team plays are studied. 
Clogging-Prerequisite: Folk Dancing I and II. 
Coaching._The purpose of this course is to give instruction in coaching such 
organized games as volleyball, soccer, hockey, baseball and basketball and to 
afford opportunity to students to gain skill in such games. 
Drills- This course includes marching and work with light apparatus such as 
wands, dumbbells and Indian Clubs, etc. Prerequisite: Physical Education I. 
· First Aid- Instruction in the handling of emergencies such as dislocation, 
sprains, broken bones, fainting and various conditions of unconsciousness. 
2 credits. 
Folk Dancing /-Simple, rhythmic work and dances expressive of the folk lore 
of different nations adaptable for teaching in the grades. 
Folk Dancing //-Advanced work in rhythm including character and national 
folk dances. Prerequisite: Folk Dancing I. 
Folk Games, Advanced-Open only to those majoring in Physical Education. 
Football-The theory and art of coaching f ootbal are studied to show the weak 
and strong points of various styles of offense and defense. Special stress is 
put on generalship, signal systems, and rules. The fundamentals of football 
are studied from the point of view of the coach,. A study is made of the sys-
tems taught by various coaches. Special study is made of the forward pass, 
trick plays, and the defense to meet these plays. 
Gymnastics, Advanced- Open only to those majoring in Physical Education. 
This course is designed to give those specializing in physical education a com-
prehensive knowledge of available material in the field of gymnastics. 
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Gymnastics, Corrective- This course may be substituted for the required work 
upon recommendation of the school nurse, or the department of physical edu-
cation. Special work for the correction of remedial defects and for special 
development is given. 
Gymnastics, Individual- This course deals with the causation and mechanics 
of bodily deformities and practice in the treatment of su,ch· cases. Spinal 
curvature, flatfoot, and other remediable defects are included and methods 
and exercises for correction are given. Prerequisite: Kinesiology. 
History of Physical Education- This course deals with a comprehensive sur-
vey of the field of physical education. The theories and the methods of leaders 
and of the various movements in this field are given consideration. The re-
lationship which physical education has borne to general education throughout 
its history is given special attention. 
Interpretative Dancing I - Study of self-expression through the medium of 
bodily movement. 
Interpretative Dancing II-A continuation of Beginning Interpretative Danc-
ing. Prerequisite: Interpretative Dancing I. 
Kinesiology /-(Required of students majoring in Physical Education. ) A 
study of the action of joints and muscle groups during gymnastics, games and 
sports and the various occupations of life. Prerequisite: Anatomy. 
Kinesiology JI-(Required) Continuation of Kinesiology I. 
· Playground Methods-This course includes a study of the play instinct; the 
nature and fun ction of play; community social conditions; the playground 
movement; practical conduct of the playgrounds; the organization and adminis-
tration of playgrounds; hygiene and first aid. Reference reading is required 
and special reports are given. Practical work, including plays and games, 
folk dancing, and apparatus work, is given on the playground. 
Play Theory and Practice- A study of the meaning of play in the life of the 
growing child, the play periods of childhood, and the social and educational 
values of play. A graded course of· games to meet the requirements of child-
ren of all ages is taught. 
Physical Education I - Hygienic recreational activities including gymnastics, 
marching, posture training and games. Required of all first-year students. 
Physical Education I I-A continuation of course One. Prerequisite: Physical 
Education I. 
Technics of Physical Education I - A study of the principles underlying the 
selection, classification, and progression of material in teaching physical edu-
cation. Prerequisite: Physical Education I. 
Technics of Physical Education JI- Technic of teaching Physical Education. 
Study of the use of signals, presentation of new material, observation and man-
agement of classes. Members of the class practice the teaching of various 
phases. This course is open to only majors in physical education. Prerequisite: 
Principles of Physical Education I. 
School Room Activities- The purpose of this course is to give general exercises, 
posture work, rhythm and games suitable for school room use. Lesson plans 
for each grade and methods of presentation are given. 
Prerequisite: Physical Education I. 
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Sports, Field and Track- Instruction is given in the details of all the standard 
track and field sports. The college has an enviable record for the excellence of 
its athletic teams. For a number of years teams of the college have won a 
large majority of the games played. 
Sports for Women-Instruction is given in a variety of sports and games which 
are adapted to girls and their needs. The activities offered are soccer, hockey, 
basketball, volley ball, playground ball, archery, tennis •and track. At the end 
of each season the Women's Athletic Association conducts an intra-mural tour-
nament in each sport. 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
American Government- This course deals with the purposes and the organiza-
tion of government. The fundamental principles of American government 
receive great emphasis. The history of our governmental institutions is con-
sidered for the purpose of tracing those changes which have had to do with the 
extension or curtailment of democracy. An understanding of American govern-
ment is sought which will be sufficiently thorough to enable the student to play 
an intelligent part in community, state, and national affairs. Current prob-
lems are discussed. 
Comparative European Government- Our interest in the governments oi Eu-
rope has been greatly stimulated since the World War. This course has been 
introduced for the pur.pose of giving the student knowledge of European Govern-
ment through a comparison with our own. 
Economics-A course wherein the student may not only equip himself with the 
most essential economic facts and a fair understanding of fundamental Econo-
mic Principles, but also be the better able to solve those problems of economic 
life with which the student must sooner or later be confronted. 
American History, 1492-1865- This course takes up in chronological order 
the important phases in the development of the United States down to the close 
of the Civil War. This method of treatment results in grouping events into 
such periods as: The Colonial Background; The American Revolution; The 
Establishment of the National Government; Jeffersonian Democracy; Western 
Expansion; Slavery and the Civil War. The purpose of the course is to develop · 
in the student as a prospective teacher the power to determine the relative 
significance of the various factors to be emphasized in the teaching of history. 
To accomplish this, the course aims to give a clearer understanding of the facts 
and the forces which have determined the course of our history. The student 
is introduced to the best historical literature both in the sources and in second-
ary works. 
American History, Intermediate- The content of the course is based on the 
history outlined for the intermediate grades in the Minnesota Curriculum for 
Elementary Schools. Several lessons are devoted to Minnesota history. Six 
weeks are given to Greek, Roman and •Medieval history, the subject matter 
for the sixth grade. The remainder of the course consists of American history 
from the Revolution to the election of Andrew Jackson, emphasis being placed 
on political and institutional development. 
American History, Recent- This course deals primarily with the political and 
economic development of the United States since 1865, special emphasis being 
placed on the period from 1900 to the present time. A complete survey is 
made of the foreign relations of the United States as connected with American 
ideals and with the economic interests and necessities of the nation. Current 




Ancient World-This course discusses the social, cultural, economic and politi-
cal development of the most ancient nations, Babylonians, ,Egyptians, Per-
sians, Assyrians, Hittites, Phoenecians, and Hebrews. About half the course 
is given to the classical civilization of Greece and Rome. 
Economic and Social History of the United States- The purpose of this course 
is to trace the economic and industrial development of the United States from 
the colonial period to the present time. Special attention is given to such fac-
tors as the evolution of modern agriculture, the land policy of the federal govern-
ment, immigration, the development of manufacturing, history of tariff legis-
lation, the growth of the capital-labor controversy, and government regula-
tion of industry. 
English History, 1689-Present Time--In this course such topics as, the evolu-
. tion of parliamentary government; the progress of democracy: colonial expan-
sion and foreign policies; economic development are emphasized. The general 
purpose is to acquaint the student with j;he English origins of many aspects 
of our own civilization and culture. 
European History, I 648-f 815-The course purposes first, to acquaint the stu-
dent with the political, social, and economic developments of the 17th and 
18th centuries which made the French Revolution inevitable; second, to trace 
the history of the Revolution, and its influence in bringing about a changed 
Euro!)e in the 19th century. 
European History, 1500-18 l 5-This course purposes, first to give a summary 
account of the Reformation and the Renaissance of the 16th century; second, 
to acquaint the student with the political, social and economic changes of the 
17th and 18th centuries which made the French Revolution inevitable; and 
third, to trace the history of the Revolution, and its influence in bringing about 
a changed Europe in the 19th century. 
European History, 1815-Present Time-This course deals with the growth of 
democracy, nationalism, and imperialism during the 19th century, and at-
tempts to discover the relationship between these movements and the World . 
War. Attention is given to the efforts before and since the World War to se-
cure world peace. Current periodicals are extensively used. 
Foreign Relations of the United States, 1776-Present Time-This course is de-
signed for students enrolled in the four-year curriculum. It is organized as 
a chronological and topical survey of the evolution of American foreign policy, 
special emphasis being placed on fundamental principles. The period since 
1900 receives special attention. Current magazine material is used for the study 
of the foreign problems confronting the nation today. 
Latin American Hi.story- This course deals both with the colonial and national 
history of the peoples of Central and South America. Special emphasis is 
given-to Mexico and to Pan-American relationships. 
Medieval Civilfration-This course discusses the political, social, and economic 
development of Europe during the period from the migrations of the Goths 
to the discovery of America. 
Rural Sociology-An attempt is made to study the social position of the far-
mer; to contrast Rural and Urban institutions and conditions. An approach 
is made from every angle: social, religious, educational and political. The 
ultimate purpose is to imbue the student with a wider knowledge and deeper 
appreciation of rural life and conditions. 
Sociology I-The textbook and class discussion work of this course presents 
the study of the nature, growth, functions and problems of the various social 
institutions, and the problems and processes of the relationships of institutions 
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and persons. The lectures present studies of contemporary American communi-
ties in action, an analysis of the social heritage and the processes of social change, 
problems of the social adjustment of personalities, and an analysis of the pro-
cesses of family disorganization and the social processes in crime. Lectures, 
readings, class discussion, group discussion, contract system. Prerequisite: 
Psychology I. 
Sociology II. Educational Sociology-The contributions of Sociology and 
Social Work to Education are studied in Educational Sociology. The fields 
covered are: the sociology of human behavior, the social processes in juvenile 
delinquency, the social workers' technics of personality adjustment applied 
to children, the social backgrounds of the school, the means of social control 
in education (including gossip, praise, flattery, propoganda, laughter, etc.) 
and the technical aspects of the relationships among education, leadership and 
democracy. Lectures, readings, class discussion. Prerequisite: Sociology I. 
Sociology III. Child Guidance-This course presents the methods of locating 
problem and potentially delinquent children in the classroom, the case study 
technic for . the diagnosis and social adjustment of problem children, the study 
of many recorded cases of the social treatment of problem children and labora-
tory practice. Lectures, readings, study of cases, laboratory practice. Pre-
requisite: Psychology I. 
Sociology IV. Primitive Peoples- This course presents a study of the family 
life, agricultural life, myth, magic, religion and other aspects of the social 
life of primitive peoples. The course centers around the findings of various 
expeditions to strange lands and covers the same material as the first course in 
Anthropology. Lectures, readings, class discussion. Prerequisite: Psycho-
logy I. ' 
Sociology V. Boy Scout Leadership-This course presents the technics neces-
sary for the social adjustment of boys through a program of scouting. A na-
tionally approved course in leadership and scout knowledge is given. This 
course meets from 7:00 to 9:00 every Thursday evening during the fall quarter. 
Several afternoon hikes are a part· of the work. 2 credits. 
Girl Scout Leadership- The training course for Girl Scout Leaders prepares 
a student to become a leader or director of a Scout Troop. The class is organiz-
ed and practical work is given along the line of Troop Management which is the 
basis of Girl Scout work. A certificate is granted to those completing the 
course by the National Headquarters of the Girl Scouts of America. 2 credits. 
Social Usages-This course is intended to acquaint students with the custom-
iJ.ry courtesies of life and the social practices in a well-ordered society. It deals 
with the behavior and environment of well-bred people in the home, college, 
and community. It includes manners and courtesies in the home; table man-
ners; correct forms of introductions, invitations, responses, conversation and 
speech; manners in public places- churches, shops, street cars, theatres, operas, 
hotels; etiquette of the dance, teas, receptions, dinner parties, luncheons; 
travel etiquette-train, ocean, motor; engagement and weddings; funerals; 




JUNE 16 TO JULY 25, 1930 
In ever increasing numbers those who are engaged in teaching are spending 
a part of their summers in the extension of scholarship and in the acquisition 
of greater professional skill. Teachers attend the summer session at a teachers 
college to get renewed inspiration and new viewpoints in theory and practice 
and to acquire additional skill in classroom technic. 
The large enrollment during the college year and the summer session at the 
St.Cloud State Teachers College is evidence of the value which teachers in 
service and prospective teachers place upon the training received in this in-
stitution. St.Cloud, a city of about 25,000, is well located to serve teachers. 
Two transcontinental lines, the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific, pass 
through the city. A line · from Duluth to the south-western part of the state . 
makes St.Cloud easily and quickly accessible to scores of cities and towns. 
Busses operating over splendid state highways also furnish convenient trans-
portation facilities. Located within a radius of a few miles are several of the 
beautiful lakes of central Minnesota. 
WHAT DOES THE ST.CLOUD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE OFFER? 
The courses offered during the summer session are planned to meet the needs 
of four groups: 
1. The undergraduate students who desire to reduce the time necessary for 
graduation by attending summer sessions. Credits earned during the summer 
session may be applied toward the diploma and the degree. 
2. Those who wish to earn professional and academic credits for certificates 
or for renewal of certificates. During the summer session special emphasis 
is placed upon certificate courses. 
3. Graduates of the two-year curricula who wish to obtain additional credits 
to be applied toward a degree. A number of courses planned for this group will 
be offered during the summer session of 1930. 
4. Those who wish to improve their general scholarship and skill, teachers 
and those who are preparing for supervisory positions will be especially inter-
ested. · 
REGISTRATION AND CLASS SESSIONS 
Students may register between 8:30 A. M. and 5 P. M. Monday, June 16. 
Students cannot enroll for credits after Tuesday morning, June 17, unless ad-
mitted by special prearrangement with the President. Class work will begin 
Tuesday morning, June 17. Sessions will be held five days each week. Credits 
will not be given for less than the full session of six weeks. 
EXPENSES* 
There is no tuition charge to students who sign a declaration of intention to 
teach for two years in the public schools of Minnesota. Others pay tuition of 
ten dollars for the summer session. 
A fee of four dollars and fifty cents, known as the term fee, is paid by each stu-
dent, and covers: (1) the use of textbooks required in class work, the use of 
the library, laboratories, gymnasium, and general equipment of the college; 
(2) admission to lectures, concerts, and other entertainments; (3) services of 
the college nurse. -
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The term fee must be paid before one is enrolled in any class. 
No refund of tuition or of term fee is made to a student who cancels registra-
tion after Wednesday, June 18. 
Payments of all college accounts should be made in cash during the summer session. 
Checks will be accepted at the business office of the college for collection only. 
BOAR.D AND ROOM 
About two hundred fifty young women, are accommodate_d at Lawrence Hall 
and at Shoemaker Hall at the rate of $6.00 a week for board and room. These 
dormitories are well equipped and beautifully located and provide excellent 
accommodations. Bills for board and room are payable for the entire summer 
session before Wednesday noon of the first week. -
A money order for $5 should be sent with each application for a dormitory re-
servation. Make money orders payable to Gertrude Cambell. This amount 
is refunded to the depositor if she is in attendance during the entire summer 
session. No refund is made to those who leave before the close of the session. 
Room rent in private homes varies from $10 to $18 a month, two in a room, 
each paying half of this amount. . Board costs from $5 to $5.50 a week in pri-
vate homes. 
A list of approved boarding and rooming places will be found at the offices of 
the Deans of the college. Students should not engage board and room at places 
not on the approved list. A faculty committee assists students to secure de-
sirable boarding and rooming accommodations. Students should plan to ar-
rive in St.Cloud during the day and should report immediately at the college. 
* A special bulletin outlining courses offered during the summer session will be sent 
upon request. For further information address, 
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THE REGISTRAR, 
State Teachers College, 
. St.Cloud, Minn. 
ST.CLOUD, MINNESOTA 
1929 -- 1930 
MINNESOTA COUNTIES REPRESENTED 
Aitkin ___________ __ ___ _ 
Anoka ________ ________ ____ _ 
Becker ____ __ ____ _ 
Beltrami__ _____ __ .·•- -·--
Benton __ ___ _ _ 









Carlton ______ 7 
Carver______ __ ________ ___ __ ____ 7 
Cass ____ _____ _ __ _____ ___ _ 7 
Chippewa____ _________ __ ___ _ 19 
Chisago________ _____ _ __ __ 7 
Cottonwood __________ _____ _ 3 
Crow Wing __ 23 
Dakota ____________ ___ __ _ 14 
Douglas ____ ___ _______________ 31 
Faribault__ __ 1 
Fillmore__ _________ __ _______ __ 2 
Goodhue_ ______ ___ _______ _ __ 4 
Grant _________ _____________ ______ · 13 
Hennepin ___ 120 
Hubbard ______ 6 
Isanti__ ___ _ 6 
Itasca ____ 11 
Jackson ______ ____ 2 
Kanabec_____ ___ 7 
Kandiyohi_ 29 
Kittson ______ ~-- - 4 
Koochiching__ ___ ___________ 7 
La Qui Parle__________ ____ 12 
Lake ____ __ __ _ _____ ______ _ 3 
Le Sueur______ ·4 
Lincoln_ _ 4 
Lyon __ _____ _____ _ 10 
McLeod____ 20 
Marshall _ _ _ _______ _________ 3 
Martin. __ , __ ______________ _ 7 
Meeker__ ____ _ __ ____________ __ 29 
Mille Lacs____ ________________ 26 
Morrison __ _____ ________ ___ ____ 44 
Mower ___ 2 
Murray__ ____ ______________ ___ 2 
Nicollet__ _ _ _ __ ____ ____ 1 
Nobles __ ____________________ ._ 3 


































Pine_____ ___________ ______________ 11 2 
Pipestone_______________ 9 2 
Polk ____ ____ 6 
Pope_____ _ _ _ _ 43 4 
Ramsey___ 42 2 
Redwood__ 4 1 
Renville___ _ __________ _____ 21 2 
Rice_ 3 
Rock __ ____ _ _ ____ ___ 5 1 
Roseau ________ _____________ __ 2 
St.Louis____ ___________________ 65 12 
Scott ______ ______ ____ _ 2 
Sherburne______ _________ ____ _ 29 13 
Sibley__ _ _ _ ____ ___ 3 
Stearns __________ __ __ ________ 243 65 
Steele____ ____ 1 
Stevens_ 11 2 
Swift __ ___ ___ _______ 25 1 
Todd _____ __ ___ _____ ____ _ 48 5 
Wadena __ ______ _____ _____ ___ ___ 8 3 
Washington ___ _______ __ ___ 14 
Wright____ __ _ _ ____ __ ________ 46 10 
Yell ow Medicine__ 24 2 
OTHER ST ATES 
California ___ __ ____ _ _ 
Florida __ __ _____ _____ ___ __ _ 
Illinois _ _ __ _ ____________ _ 
Iowa __ __ ______ __ ___ ___ _ _ 
Kansas ____ ___ _ 
Michigan ___ _ 
Montana ___ _ 
Nebraska ____ _ 
New Mexico____ _ _ 
North Dakota ____ _____ __ _ 
Oklahoma _____ _____ __ _______ _ 
South Dakota ___________ _ 
Wisconsin __ . 




















Grand Tota!___ __ __________ ________ l,53!7 
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SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT 
(Including the Summer Session of .1929) 
CQLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
Graduated with High Scholastic Honors ...... .. . 
Graduated with Scholastic Honors ...... . 
Degree Course--
Fourth Year .. . . 
Third Year .... .. .. . 
Two-Year Course--
Senior Class ..... . 
Junior Class ... ....... . 
Five-Year Course-
First Year ......... . 
Second Year .... .... . .................. ..... .. ..... ... ............... . 
Third Year .. ..... . 
Fourth Year ........ . 
Fifth Year .... ....... . 
Total number of men enrolled .... .... ........ ....... . . 
Total number of women enrolled .... ............... . 
Total enrollment .. .. ..... ... ...... .. ...................... . . 
Diplo~as awarded, estimated .. .. .... .... . 
TRAINING DEPARTMENT 
Girls Boys 
Eighth Grade .................... .... ............... . 11 28 
. Seventh Grade .. .... .... ..... . 13 19 
Sixth Grade ........ .. . 15 14 
Fifth Grade .. ..... . 14 11 
Fourth Grade .... . 7 15 
Third Grade ..... .. . 21 14 
Second Grade. ·12 13 
First Grade .... ... :.: ............ .... ..... .. ... . 11 24 
Kindergarten ...... ........ ..... ........ ............. . 28 31 
132 169 


































GRADUATED WITH HIGH SCHOLASTIC HONORS 
Arko, Mary F., Chisholm 
Hamilton, Irene, Maple Lake 
Justin, Emma Julia, Excelsior 
Lacher, Ruth M., Minneapolis 
Pearson, Ethel, Sandstone 
Pearson, Evelyn, Welch 
Pladsen, Doris, Minneapolis 
Salmon, Lucille, St.Paul 
Talbert, Dorothy, Long Lake 
Wahlquist, Vivian, Kerrick 
GRADUATED WITH SCHOLASTIC HONORS 
Almlie, Lillian, Foley Lampe, Juliette, Tyler 
Baseman, Hazel, Hutchinson Larson, Alma C., Princeton 
Baumgartner, Marjorie, Virginia Larson; Elsie M., Red Wing 
Bemis, Evelyn, Oak Park Larson, Helen K., Redwood Falls 
Berglund, Alfce, Alexandria Larson, Selma Carine, Clarkfield 
Boushka, Alice, Biscay Liemandt, Frances, Minneapolis 
Brown, Alice Ann, St.Cloud Logan, Celia Marie, Sebeka 
Brown, Bertha I., Minneapolis Luthanen, Laura, Ely 
Carlson, Gaze!, Grove City McGivern, Marion, Staples 
Carr, Kathryn, Ellendale Marshall, Florence, Minneapolis 
Conkey, Isabel, Sauk Centre Marshall, Helen Clark, Minneapolis 
Coy, Mary, Alexandria Martin, Dorothy, Hinckley 
Dallmann, Ida, Newport Mitson, Frances, Zim 
Danielson, Edythe V., Virginia Mollerstrom, Doris, Henning 
DeCamp, Etta, Willmar Morrow, Bernice, Dickens, Iowa 
Ehr, Josephi:qe, Pembina, N. D. Nygren, Hazel, Minneapolis 
Flygare, William Carl, North Branch Ogren, Florence, International Falls 
Goering, Margaret, Brandon Panzram, Violet, Waseca 
Graves, Lenore, St.Cloud Robinson, Beatrice, Long Prairie 
Gruba, Hfram Joseph, Minneapolis Rosenberg, Fannie, Chisholm 
Hanscom, Lucile, St.Cloud Siebel, Norma, Pine River 
Harrison, Irene, Minneapolis Skaalen, Ellen, Boyd 
Johnson, B. Lennart Smeland, Mae, Hopkins 
. Clanwilliam, Man. Can.Smith, Helen I., Park Rapids 
Johnson, Vivian M., Parkers Prairie Stein, Bernice, Warroad 
Kalli, Dagmar Joanna, Cromwell Swenson, Esther, Westbrook 
Kerry, Alice M., International Falls Talbert, Viola, Long Lake 
Krogstad, Alice, Boyd Thielman, Mary, St.Cloud 
DEGREE COURSE 
FOURTH YEAR 
Barrett, Lewis LeRoy, St.Cloud *Meland, Julian D., Minneapolis 
Bemis, Eva Louella, Ashby Nettleton, Beryl Brand, St.Paul 
Bostrom, Gladys Dorothy, St.Cloud Nichols, Guy Howard, St.Cloud 
Bugbee, Shirley E., Paynesville Phillips, Arthur L. Albany 
*Carter, Helen Clark, St.Cloud Rosenberger, Ralph, St.Cloud 
Cheeseman, Nina Estelle, Florence, S. DSand, Allen Olaus, Elbow Lake 
Curry, Mary Belle, St.Cloud *Schlicht, Richard William, Verndale 
Deneen, Raymond Paul, St.Cloud *Schowalter, Freda Anne, Madison 
*Filler, Louis A., Clear Lake Schwartz, Herbert B., Royalton 
Gallagher, Mary Agnes, St.Cloud Sebree, Dorothy Mae, Paris, Ill. 
Jadwin, Glen Donald, Watertown Westerberg, Bror Gosta, St.Cloud 
Maddux, Lily Viola, Bartelso, Ill. *Post-Graduate 
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THIRD YEAR 
Aldrich, Harriet Emily;, Minneapolis Hall, Evelyn Louise, St.Cloud 
Alexander, Agnes Ann, St.Cloud , Hall, Harriet Frances, St.Cloud 
Alexander, Louise Mabel, Glenwood Hall, Harry F., Thief River Falls 
Allen, Ruth Lucille, St.Cloud Hansen, Norman, Osakis · 
Anderson, Bert W., Alexandria Harrison Dorothy Cecelia, Appleton 
Anderson, Edna C., Long Prairie Harsh, Clifford Earl, Big Falls 
Anderson, K. Elizabeth, Alexandria Hasu, Ailie Marie, Gilbert 
Anderson, Evelyn T. M., St. Cloud Hasu, Irja Wilhelmina, Gilbert 
Anderson, Grace L., Marine-on-St.Croix Hennessy, Claire M., Minneapolis 
Anderson, Pearle E., Long Prairie Hirt, Hazel, St.Cloud 
Anderson, Rowland C., Westbrook Hoag, Anna Althea, Alexandria 
Antt, Evelyn, Little Falls Holm, Mildred, Minneapolis 
Arneson, Alfiea Clara, Benson Howard, Viola C., Perham 
Atkinson, Mayme C., St.Cloud Hudson, Marcelle Ferne St.Cloud 
Barsness, Oliver H., Cyrus Huff, Vera Joyce, Alexandria 
Baseman, Hazel, Hutchinson Hyslop, Beverly Mae, Sauk Rapids 
Beckman, Delight E. B., Bertha Johnson, Clara S., Superior, Wis. 
Bemis, Cecyl Marilla, Oklee Johnson, Helen Esther J., St.Cloud 
Benedict, Henry W., Ball Club Johnston, Esther Sinclair, St.Cloud 
Benson, Viola Swanhilde, Waite Park Jones, Inez Louise, St.Cloud 
B~yer, Minnie Ottilie, Sauk Centre Jones, Walter W., Atwater 
Beystron, Eileen Florence, Virginia Jumer, William R., Minneapolis 
Blaha, Marion J., Wadena Keller, Marion, Sauk Rapids 
Bonham, Clarence S., Willmar Kennedy, Teasel E., Sauk Centre 
Borgendale, Agnes M., Montevideo Kimball, Marie Esther, St.Cloud 
Bostrom, Dagmar Hildur, Sauk Rapids Kirkwald, Harriet Julia, Starbuck 
Brown, Alice Ann., St.Cloud Kittleson, Ella Lund, Madison 
Buckingham, Lilla Marguerite, Argyle Knopp, Jessie, Paynesville 
Bush, Herman, Lakefield Knowler, Marjorie Carol, Kimball 
Butalla, Frank, Biwabik Knowles, Emma C., Grinnell, Ia. 
Campbell, Laura Agnes, St.Cloud Kohne, Ida Helen, Robbinsdale 
Carter, Ethel Sadie, Fergus Falls Krause, William C., Wadena 
Collins, Edna Esther, Kimball Kruger, Melvin C., Deer Creek 
Covell, Gervaise Audrey, New London Kueter, Helen E., Riverside, Cal. 
•Dale, Esther Elizabeth, St.Paul Kuhn, Lauretta Elizabeth, St.Cloud 
DeLaHunt, Addie Margaret, Willmar Lacher, Ruth Margaret, Minneapolis 
Dodge, Merle Edwin, St.Cloud Langenbacher, Gladys H., Deer Creek 
Donohue, Dorothea, St.Cloud Larson, Albert M., St.Cloud 
Driste, Elsie Annette, Litchfield Larson, Alice Julia, St.Cloud 
Driste, Mathilda Josephine, Litchfield Larson, Myrtle Victoria, St.Cloud 
Earley, Mildred E ., Oklahoma Larson, Stella Marie, Madison 
Edgar, Grace A., Mora Lausted, Alice 0, Billings, Mont. 
Edgar, Ruth Ellen, Mora Lausted, Hulda S., Billings, Mont. 
Ellis, Elizabeth Gilbert, St.Cloud Levenick, Herbert C., Park Rapids 
Erickson, Margaret Evelyn, St.Cloud Lewis, Myrtle,Irene, Osakis 
Field, Ingrid J., Mankato Liljeblad, Hjordis, International Falls 
F-iergolla, Helen M., Sauk Rapids Liljedahl, Huldah Marie, St.Cloud 
Freeburg, Ruth Caroline, St.Cloud Loso, Margaret Mary, Staples 
Galbraith, Myrtle Elizabeth, Becker Lovgren, Jennie Amelia, Red Wing 
Gans, Elizabeth Anne, St.Cloud Luhde, Freda H., Sartell 
Gehm, Edna H., St.Cloud Lund, Alice Marie, Alexandria 
Gerard, Earl Louis, St.Cloud Lund, Stella Theresa, Mabel 
Gilloley, Laura K., Fergus Falls McConnell, Rosetta Mae, St.Cloud 
Gohman, Mabelle Mary, St. Cloud McGuggin, Phyllis M., Virginia 
Goodwin, Margaret K., St. Cloud McKay, Sarah Mabel, Minneapolis 
Griffeth, Martha L., St. Cloud Machula, Walter August, Sauk Rapids 
Hahn, Naida Onalee, Minneapolis Martini, Regina Alicia, St.Cloud 
Hakel, Gladys Elaine, Silver Lake Matasovsky, Mary Leona, Jackson 
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Maus, Justina B., Watkins 
Maxson, Dorcas Irene, St.Cloud 
Mealey, William P., Howard Lake 
Merrill, Alice Jane, Silver Lake 
Mesenburg, Angeline Mary, St.Cloud 
Meuer, Marcella Carol, Appleton 
Miller, Helen Laurence, St.Cloud 
Miller, Marion Marjorie, Minneapolis 
Miller, Robert C., St.Cloud 
Miller, Wilhelmina, Superior, Wis. 
Milne, Bessie Virginia, St.Cloud 
Mix, Fred W., St.Cloud 
Mix, Helen Marie, St.Cloud 
Molstad, George Henry, Brainerd 
Moritz, Florence Genevieve, St.Cloud 
Murphy, Fred Eugene, Bruno 
Morrison, GE!rtruiie C., St.Cloud 
Murray, Susan Ophelia, Wadena 
Neils, Eleonor Olga, Sauk Rapids 
Neils, Verona Lydia, Sauk Rapids 
Nelson, Elva B., Minneapolis 
Nelson, Harold Andrew, St.Cloud 
Netland, Beulah A., International Falls 
O'Donnell, Alyce C., Boone Ia. . 
Oatman, Theresa Ruth, Clearwater 
Omann, Mathew Emery, St.Cloud 
Ornburg, Dora Hope, Minneapolis 
Perkins, Edith C., St.Cloud 
Peterson, Evelyn E., Buffalo Lake 
Pettitt, Margaret Ellen, St.Cloud 
Pickavance, William Thomas, Ely 
Prout, Alice, Virginia 
Putney, Clara Elizabeth H., Becker 
Ray, Bessie A., St.Cloud 
Reed, Dewey H., St.Cloud 
Rogers, Harold Sabin, Anoka 
Roth, Gladyce Elizabeth, Waconia 
Ryan, Margaret Joan, St.Cloud 
Schebloom, Ebba C., Waite Park 
Schlicht, Gretchen, Verndale 
Schmid, Harry Charles, Sauk Rapids 
Schueller, Elizabeth Marie, Fulda 
Schultz, Nellie, Litchfield 
Sell, Myrtle E ., Chaska 
Sheldon, Adelaide, Little Falls ' 
Sipila, Amelia, Hibbing · 
Sjoberg, Ruth M., Royalton 
Slettede, Hilma C., Fergus Falls 
Smith, Evelyn, Swanville 
Smith, Lettie, Edgerton 
Soderberg, Anna Gertrude, Duluth 
Soderberg, Theodora M ., St.Cloud 
Spafford, Mabel, Fall City, Neb. 
Sperley, Bertha Johanna, Staples 
Stanfield, Bertha E., Hot Springs, N.M. 
Steinbauer,-Loretta Ann, St.Cloud 
Stember, Emily L., St.Cloud 
Stensrud, Cecil, St.Cloud 
Storkamp, Elsie Frances, St.Cloud 
Swanson, Ann Ingeborg, St.Cloud . 
Swenson, Helen Elizabeth, Evansville 
Swenson, Nina, Staples 
Swenson, Russell Wallace, Willmar 
Templeton, Helen Robina, Brainerd 
Thayer, Lela Maude, Minneapolis 
Then, Theresa Adelaide, Hastings 
Thielman, Mary, St.Cloud 
Thomey, Catherine M., St.Cloud 
Thompson, Anton Oliver, Milaca 
Trumble, Olive Beatrice, Excelsior 
Turula, Daniel, Ely 
Turula, Leonard, Ely 
Tuttle, Pearl E ., Medford 
Tyllia, Anna Georgiana, Minneapolis 
Vennewitz, Lois Elizabeth, Alexandria 
Volkenant, Mrs. E.W., Sauk Rapids 
Waldeen, A. Martha, St.Cloud 
Weihs, Norbert Eugene, St.Cloud 
Weismann, Margaret L., Rockville 
Wesson, Myrna Cleda, Alexandria 
Westerberg, Reynold B., Bolmkest 
Westerberg, Sture Verner, St.Cloud 
Whitaker, William Bishop, St.Cloud 
Wright, Marguerite G., Alexandria 
Yates, Ada Ruby, Hibbing 
Yeager, Curtis, Brook Park 
Zahler, Anastasia Margaret, St.Cloud 
Zila, Florence M., Hutchinson 
SENIOR CLASS 
TWO-YEAR COURSE 
Aarseth, Agnes Olivia, Echo 
Abel, Viola C. E ., Bertha 
Ahsenmacher, Frances M .. Annandale 
Aiken, Esther Catherin, St.Cloud 
Alderman, Lois Louise, Grey Eagle 
Alinder, Lillie Evelyn, Isanti 
Alstrom, Olive Elizabeth, Willmar 
Amble, Mabel Henrietta, Frost 
Ammerman, Anna, Clara City 
Anderson, Albert Andrew, Cokato 
Anderson, Alice Natalie, Cosmos 
Anderson, Alvin, St.Cloud 
Anderson, Arthur Andrew, Osakis 
Anderson, Edwarda S., Cottonwood 
Anderson, Ethel E., St.Cloud 
Anderson, Florence E., Buffalo Lake 
Anderson, Kermit Winsfield, St.Cloud 
Anderson, Pearl Evaline, Elk River 
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Anderson, Selma Cecilia, Milaca Campbell, Inez Mae, St.Cloud 
Anderson, Vernon Delmar, St.Cloud Canan, Marie Kathryn, Minneapolis 
Anderson, Violette J., Minneapolis Carlson, Alice Luverne, Monticello 
Arens, John Charles, Lismore Carlson, Edythe 0., Drayton, N. D. 
Arneson, Clarice Levone, St.Paul Carlson, Elvera B., Parkers Prairie 
Aslagson, Bernice Tonie; Brooten Carlson, Gertrude W., Hopkins 
Aslesen, Helen Beatrice, Jasper Carlson, Gladys Marie, Milaca 
Austin, Sadie Juli Ann, Wood Lake Carpenter, Josephine M., Grove City 
Autio, Irene Olga, Ely Casey, Evelyn Alice, Minneapolis 
Bacon, Marvin Calvin, Burtrum Cedarlund, M. Florence, St.Paul 
Bailey, Louise Corinne, St.Cloud - Christensen, Ethel C., Lakefield 
Bain, Joey Ella, Champlin Christensen, Julia Anne, Brook Park 
Baldowsky, Delores Lillian, Milaca Chuba, Irene I., Holdingford 
Baldwin, Catherine Juliette, Milnor Claseman, Clement L., Long Prairie 
Ballou, Mary Elizabeth, Barnum Clausen, Elsie, Boyd 
Balme, Edythe Katheleen, McGregor Commerford, Bernadette, De Graff 
Baremore, Elsie M., Jacksonville, Fla. Copperud, Elsie Marie, Minneapolis 
Barr, Genevieve Ione, St.Cloud Covell, E. Arline, New London 
Bartz, Amelia Ida, Frazee Cowin, Christine C., Minneapolis 
Battershell, Garnette E., Olivia Cropp, Florence Mildred, Litchfield 
Beckman, Charles F., Danube Crosby, Miriam Louise, Buhl 
Begin, Hilda M., Buffalo · Cross, Donna Marie, Staples 
Bell, Vivian C., Deer River Czarnetzki, M. W., Sauk Rapids 
Bendickson, Hazel Elvera, Litchfield Daggett, Gladys Leona, Frazee 
Benson, Evelyn Maybelle, Lowry Dahlman, Bessie Pearl, Clarissa 
Benson, Ruth I., Sauk Centre Dahlman, Mildred Irene, Clarissa 
Benson, Viola Eveline, Minneapolis Danielson, Edythe Victoria, Virginia 
Bergman, Frieda W., Holdingford Davenport, Elma Catherine, Staples 
Bethune, Augustus William, Proctor Davis, Gladys Eldora, Minneapolis 
Bichler, Dorothy Margaret, St.Cloud Day, Ruby Lucile, Park Rapids 
Binnie, Donald James, St.Cloud Day, Vera Pearle, Park Rapids 
Bisel, Alene Gladys, Grey Eagle Dey, Doris Clementine, St.Paul 
Blattner, Frederick C., St.Cloud Dorn, Gladys Mary, Sebeka 
Blau, Emma Caroline, Sauk Rapids Driste, Mary Amanda, Litchfield 
Bloomquist, Ruth Elizabeth, Chisholm Dunn, Dorothy Edna, Henning 
Boeckers, Blanche Estelle, Baudette Durst, Hazel Mae, Brighton, la. · 
Bolinski, Bertha Augusta, Oelwein, Ia. Dwyer, Anna M., Sauk Centre 
Boner, Agnes Veronica, Minneapolis Dwyer, Marguerite, Le Sueur Center 
Booker, Gay Lilian, St.Cloud . Eckert, Muriel Nettie, Glenwood 
Booren, Mildred M, Marine-on-St.CroisEhmke, Donald Edward, Willow River 
Bradley, Hettie, Little Falls Einerson, Christine Mae, Bird Island 
Brandli, Mary Elizabeth, Warroad Eklund, Gunhild Marie, Minneapolis 
Braun, Esther E., Sauk Rapids Eilertson, Fred Chester, Carlos 
Brazil, Lois Frances, Green Isle Elliott, Olive Louise, Cambridge 
Brodt, Ruth Mildred, St.Paul Elmstrom, Harriet 0., Forest Lake 
Brown, Doris Amy, Fairmont Elnes, Cora Sylvia, Parkers Prairie 
Brusven, Althea, Toronto, S. D. Elnes, Jessie Alphia, Parkrs Prairie 
Bucci, Helen Florence, Eveleth Elnes, Mildred, Parkers Prairie 
Buchholz, Ethel Irene, Westport Engen, Evelyn Leah, Elk River 
Buethe, lyone Mildred, Paynesville Erickson, Alice Hulda, Hibbing 
Burke, Alice Cecelia, Melrose Erickson, Ellen Maria E., Mora 
Burke, Margaret Patricia, St.Cloud Erickson, Wilbur A., Milaca 
Burke, Marie Annastacha, St.Cloud Ericson, Celia Ann, Sacred Heart 
Burns, Ethel Marie, Osakis Estermann, Elsie Alena, Bertha 
Buska, Goldye Mae, Silver Lake Ewing, Bessie, Glenwood 
Butherus, Lydia Ellen, Savage Falconer, Ida R., Minneapolis 
Butterfield, George P., Minneapolis Fallness, Katherine Fern, Hibbing 
Byers, Margaret, Marshall Fasching, Marie Rose, Perham 
Byllemos, Blanche L., Little Falls Felska, Leone G., Granite Falls 
Caldwell, Alice Annabell, Minneapolis Ferguson, Lucille May, Minneapolis 
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Figge, James John, Annandale Gustavson, Edith Winifred, Pequot 
Finley, Gladys D., Minneapolis Haak, Mary Beatrice, Stillwater 
Fisch, Anne Julia, Montevideo Haines, Lura Jeanne, Paynesville 
Flaa, Amy Victoria, Boyd Halvorson, Clarice B., Decorah, Ia. 
Flaten, Bernice Echo, Glenwood Halvorson, Gilman R., Fergus Falls 
Flathe, Olive Cecelia, Minneapolis Hamilton, Edward. Wilson, Osakis 
Flygore, William Carl, North Branch Hanrahan, Mary Ellen, Morris 
Fobes, Margaret Alice, Redwood Falls Hansen, Hilda Marie, Grove City 
Foltmer, Edward Fred, St.Cloud Hanson, Anna Louise, St.Cloud 
Fontecchio, Rose Margaret, Aurora Hanson, Viola Clarissa, Nelson 
Ford, Helen Adele, Minneapolis Hansson, Florence Eleanor, Fairfax 
Fortier, Katrine S., Little Falls Harder, Clarence Eugene, Eagle Bend 
Fortier, Nilla Alma, Little Falls Harpel, Bernadine Johanna, Glencoe 
Foust, Wanda Jager, Hillman Harrell, Gladyce Beverly, St.Cloud 
Fowlds, Ruth Cordelle, Brooten Harrington, Edith Lorena, St.Cloud 
Franklin, Alta, Brainerd Harris, Josephine Elizabeth, Benson 
Fraser, Ethel, St.Paul Harris, Mary Margaret, Pembina 
Freeman, Phyllis Delight, Fairmont Hartfiel, Lillian Marie, Sebeka 
Freer, Laura Louisa, Monticello Harvey, Ruth Mildred, Hibbing 
Fridlund, Nora Rebecca, Cook Hassler, Mary Ann., Perham 
Gainor, Rose Ann, St.Cloud Hatcher, Ione Harriet, Princeton 
Gallipo, Sadie Marie, Duluth Haugen, Ralph, St.Cloud 
Galvin, Julia Cecilia, Markville Hedstrand, Agnes K., St. Cloud 
Gasperlin, Florence M., Leoneth Heimdahl, Ralph C., Willmar 
Gay, Rose Abra, Anoka Hendrickson, Irene Eleanor, Aurora 
Gerten, Florence Caroline, St.Paul Hendrickson, Mildred S., Minneapolis 
Geyer, Mayme, Bennettville Hengel, Margaret K. A., St.Cloud 
Giarde, Rena Ann, Chisholm Henkels, Helen K., Minneapolis 
Gidmark, Eunice Alfreda, St.Cloud Henry, Iona Marretta, St.Cloud 
Gilbertson, Gladys Harriette, Benson Henschel, Ethel Geneva, Milaca 
Gilman, Hester, St.Cloud Henschel, Geraldine Ida, Milaca 
Gilman, Maxine, Hudson, S. D. Henslen, Irene Ottillie, Raymond 
Gilmer, Marjorie M., Howard Lake Herbst, Lenore Helen, Riverton 
Gjermundson, Adella L. Granite Falls Heren, Leona H., Randolph 
Gjertson, Selma Victoria, Sandstone Hersch, Frances Marie, Buffalo 
Goetten, Mary Lorraine, St.Cloud Higgins, Lillian Catherine, Henderson 
Golz, Leona Carolen, St.Cloud Hill, Lillian Marie, Hibbing 
Goodell, Robert Simons, Barnum Hillman, Clara J ., Two Harbors 
Goodrich, Ermyle W., Paynesville Hinckley, Merle Kennedy, St.Paul 
Goss, Marguerite Wilhelmina, Anoka Hoard, Edith V., New York Mills 
Gove, Margaret Mary, St.Paul Hochstaetter, Vera M. M., Robbinsdale 
Gow, Bertha M., Anoka Hocking, Gladys Mae, Aurora 
Grabow, Henry August, Danube Hoekstra, Hilda Muriel, Blomkest 
Grant, Medford, Buffalo · Hoglund, Edith Caroline, Isanti 
Gravelle, Lucille Clara, Onamia Holetz, Olga Helen, Pine City 
Grebin, M. Leonard, Preston Holm, Frances Cecil, St.Paul 
Greely, Clayton B., Kimball Holmes, Linnea Estelle, Minneapolis 
Groberg, Hilda Glendora, Fertile Holz, Herbert H., St.Cloud 
Gruba, Hiram Joseph, Minneapolis Hoodecheck, Georgia J ., Hutchinson 
Gruetzmacher, Lucille M., Cass Lake Hovde, Elizabeth B., Glenwood 
Grunke, Ida Caroline, Montevideo Hovde, Stella Marie, Glenwood 
Grunloh, Rudolph Jr., Avon Howe, Elizabeth Anethusa, Hopkins 
Gullickson, Mona I., Hanley Falls Huddleston, Naomi E., Cottonwood 
Gullickson, Ruth Jeanette, CottonwoodHudson, Mary V., Roberts, Mont. 
Gunness, Dorothy R., Grand Forks Hughest, Edna M., International Falls 
Guptill, Joy Adeley, Annandale Hulbert, Velma Edith, Westport 
Gustafson, Edna E., New London Hulin, Herman P., Aitkin 
Gustafson, Florence E., Wadena Hultgren, Elsie Martha, Raymond 
Gustafson, Mildred E., New London Hurd, Vera Lucile, Sauk Rapids 
Gustafson, Sylvia T., Fosston Hurst, Gail Vivian, Glenwood 
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Huser, Signe Christine, Minneapolis 
Isomaki, Edna Catherine, Gilbert 
James, Fannie Power, St.Cloud 
James, Margaret Frances, Red Wing 
Jarvi, Nonte Emile, Kinney 
Jenison, Elizabeth F;i.y, Buffalo Lake 
Jensen, Cornell, Glenwood 
Jensen, Deloris E., Pelican Rapids 
Jensen, Myrtle Irene, Clear Lake 
Johnson, Clara Louise, Granite Falls 
Johnson, Effie E., Dassel 
Johnson, Esther Wilma, Anoka 
Johnson, Ethel Marie, Willmar 
Johnson, Gertrude V. N., Glenwood 
Johnspn, Hally Ann, Minneapolis 
Johnson, Lajla Ellen C., Willmar 
Johnson, Lillian Margarite, Bowlus 
Johnson, Mabel F. V., Stillwater 
Johnson, Maebel Evelyn, Cokato 
Johnson, Mildred Winona, Barrett 
Johnson, Myrtle Rosella, Oak Park 
Johnson, Phyllis V., Center City 
Johnson, Ruby Iola, Benson 
Johnston, Helen S., Big Lake 
Jones, Ellen Marie, Minneapolis 
Jorgenson, Esther M., Minneapolis 
Jung, Mildred Mary R., St.Cloud 
Just, Hattie Amanda, Boyd 
Justin, Emma Julia, Excelsior 
Kainu, Myrtle Sanelma, Crosby 
Kalli, Dagmar Joanna, Cromwell 
·Kapphahn, Theodore A., St.Cloud 
Kauppi, W aino, Ely _ 
Kauth, Ray Josephy, Minneapolis 
Kay, Kathleen Dorothy, Minneapolis 
Kelly, Mary Loretta, Annandale 
Kelly, Vera Genevieve, Bertha 
Kennedy, Charlotte I,, Anoka 
Kennedy, Victorine Rose, Frazee 
• Keplinger, Horace Edward, Delano 
Ketcham, Dorothy Alice, Foley 
Kiefner, Elsie Anne, St.Paul 
Kilbourne, Dorothy Alice, St.Cloud 
King, Wilbur R., Jackson 
Kiselewski, Mary E. ,- Browerville 
Klarquist, Ethel J., Minneapolis 
Kleber, Betty Rose G., Little Falls 
Klein, Florence Mayde, St.Cloud 
Kleven, Dorothy Eldora, Brainerd 
Knight, Evelyn Frances, Benson 
Knowlton, Irene M., Big Lake 
Knutson, Knute B., Effie 
Konetzko, Mrs. John, Browerville 
Kotsmith, Dorothy Marie M., Foley 
Krenik, Grace M., Le Sueur Center 
Krueger, Clara R., St.Paul 
Kruger, Doris Marie, Hastings 
Kulju, Toini Ingeborg, Crosby 
Kuske, Dorothy Pearl, Olivia 
La Londe, Joseph Edmund, Gilbert 
LaValle, Evelyn M. A., White Bear 
Laborie, Phyllis Clii.rissa, Gilbert 
Lampi, Edith, Ely 
Lamson, Lorna Lee, St.Cloud 
Landmark, Anne Maria, Hancock 
Larkin, Helen Catherine, Minneapolis 
Larson, Bernice Theresa, Benson 
Larson, Cora Beatrice, Belgrade 
Larson, Hildegard M., Concordia, Kan. 
Larson, Selma Carine, Clarkfield 
Larson, Wanda S. C., Howard Lake 
Latkovich, Mary A., Chisholm 
Lauer, Leo John, St.Cloud 
Lawrence, Esther Marion, Wayzata 
Lee, Marian Cordellia, Clarkfield 
·Lee, Marjorie May, Villard 
Lefebore, Lucille A., Dayton 
Leitch, Robert Henry, St.Cloud 
Lepisto, Tence Esther, Eveleth 
Lidstrom, C. Rennette, Lowry 
· Lindgren, Helmi Sophie, Cook 
Lindquist, Allene Alice, Swanville 
Lindstrom, Edna Marie, Mora 
Lindquist, Mildred Irene, Atwater 
Lindt, Isabelle Kathryn, St.Cloud 
Linneman, Marion Esther, Brainerd 
Little, Evelyn Jeanne, Chisholm 
Logan, Celia Marie, Sebeka 
Lommel, Johanna M., St.Cloud 
Lorenzer, Theresa Fredica, Staples 
Lorz, Nettie Leola, Clara City 
Loso, Mary Loyola, Staples 
Luedtke, Ella Minnie, Hutchinson 
Luedtke, Henry August, Hutchinson 
Lund, Esther Alvyne, Chisholm 
Lundberg, Lillie Mamie, Spooner 
Luther, Helen Lucille, St.Cloud 
Lyman, Ma..guerite L., Winsted 
Lynch, John, Sauk Rapids 
MacDonald, Dorothy Cecelia, Ironton 
MacDonald, Florence K., St.Cloud 
MacQueen, Warren F., St.Cloud 
McCormick, Mae E., Hutchinson 
McDermott, Frances M., Beaver Creek 
McDougall, John Carl, Minneapolis 
McDowell, Gladys Loyise, Luverne 
McGannon, Ruth Mary, Hopkins 
McGovern, Laurence P., Proctor 
McGown, Edna L., Aitkin 
Mcintee, Vivian Marie, Eden Valley 
McLaughlin, Evelyn E., Minneapolis 
M-cLeod, Anna Marie, Annandale 
McLeod, Grace Modesta, Annandale 
McWilliams, Vera C., Maple Plain 
Madden, Alton B., Minneapolis 
Magnuson, Herman V., Hanley Falls 
Mahonen, Saimi, Virginia 
Mahoney, Madeline, Stewart 
Maki, Martha Elizabeth, Crosby 
Maki, Violet Siiri, Chisholm 
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Maki, Vienna Mathilde, Cook 
Malakowsky, Vivian R., Minneapolis 
Malia, Loretta Ann, Monticello 
Malmberg, Lowell Graydon, Atwater 
Malmberg, Nannie W., Lindstrom 
Mamer, Gertrude, Little Falls 
Mandeen, Margaret Eva, Minneapolis 
Mangseth, Charlotte B., Coleraine 
Mannila, Sadie Florence, Robey 
Manus, Evelyn Laila, Bertha 
Markholm, G:. E., Chinook, Mont. 
Marshall, Helen Clark, Minneapolis 
Marshall, Ruth Malvina, St.Paul 
Martin, Charles, D., Randall 
Martinson, Edna M. A., Upsala 
Martoccio, Pauline C: R., Minneapolis 
Mathews, Gladys M., Long Prairie 
Mathews, Kate Irene, Long Prairie 
Mau, Lucille Hazel, Barrett 
Maxwell, Florence H., Holloway 
Mayman, Alys Irene, Sauk Rapids 
Maynard, Benny, Iuka, Kan. 
Medelberg, Ella Viola, Elk River 
Meeker, Dorothy June, St.Paul 
Melin, Bernice Edna, Minneapolis 
Menth, Josephine, Albany 
Mero, Lucille M., Cottonwood 
Merritt, Mary Dorothy, Robbinsdale 
Meyer, Blanche Leone, Minneapolis 
Michaelson, Irene Carolyn, Rice 
Michels, Irene Mary, St.Cloud 
Mickelsen, Norma Catherine, St.Paul 
Miles, Frances Beatrice, Minneapolis 
Miller, Alice Lucille, Anoka 
Miller, Blanche F., Minneapolis 
Miller, Helen Esther, Grove City 
Miller, Pearl A., Northfield 
Mitchell, Isabella Mary, Brooten 
Mitson, Frances Claire, Zim 
Mix, Mafalda Edith, Mayer 
Molstad, Irene, Brainerd 
Mones, Gerda Sophia, Windom 
Monitor, Hazel Florence, St.Paul 
Monroe, Bessie S., Pipestone 
Monroe, Ruby Emily, Foley 
Monson, Lloyd Oscar, Brooten 
Moog, Dorothy Jean, St.Cloud 
Moon, Maria Elizabeth, Minneapolis 
Moore, Arthur Frank, Delano 
Moran, Ella Agnes, Little Falls 
Moravec, Elenore Ann, Glencoe 
Morgan, Lucy Isabelle, Foreston 
Morris, Frances Marie, Minneapolis 
Mortensbak, Elfie H., Wood Lake . 
Morud, Hilda, Warren 
Murphy, Ceille Mary, St.Cloud 
Murphy, Edward Fredrick, Becker 
Muyres, Afra, Chaska 
Narum, Inez Cross, Detroit Lakes 
Nash, Florence Catherine, St.Paul 
Nash, Teresa, St.Paul 
Naumann, Ruby Adele, Foreston 
Nelson, Aeriel G., Parkers Prairie 
Nelson, Dale Gilbert, Brooten 
Nelson, E~elyn, Willmar 
Nelson, Harold Vernon, Map.le Lake 
Nelson, Helen Beatrice, Windom 
Nelson, Helga Regena, Kerkhoven 
Nelson, Hilvie Evelyn, Alexandria 
Nelson, Ina Marion, Becker 
Nelson, Muriel Anita, Taylor Falls 
Nelson, Ruby Elvira, Little Falls 
Nelson, Ruth Elizabeth, Minneapolis 
Nicholson, Marguerite M., Savage 
Niemi, Ellen Marie, Hibbing 
Nilson, Blanche Marian, Upsala 
Nordine, Emma, Orleans 
N owark, Della Evangeline, Big Lake 
Nygaard, Evelyn Rhoda, Little Falls 
Nyhus, Clara Juanita, Arco 
Nyman, Iona Lorrain, Foley 
O'Connor, Eugene Isaac P., St.Cloud 
O'Donnell Rose, Rush City 
O'Leary, Leola, Minneapolis 
O'Toole, Agnes Edna, Luce 
Oberg, Lillian Sophie, Alexandria 
Olson, Adeline Cordelia, Morris 
Olson, Mrs Alice A., St.Paul 
Olson, Alice, Cokato 
Olson, Alice Ruth, Clear Lake 
Olson, Donald Lawrence, Alexandria 
Olson, Eleanor A., Hoffman 
Olson, Ethel Irene, Stewart 
Olson, Gladys Norma, Appleton 
Olson, Gusta A., Louisburg 
Olson, Mabel, Clear Lake 
Olson, Mabel Esther, Wahkon 
Olson, Margaret E . Couray, Anoka 
Olson, Norman, Jasper 
Olson, Signe Marie, Clarissa 
Olson, Stella, Bemidji 
Omacht, Hazel Carolyn, St.Cloud 
Omacht, Ruth Alvina, St.Cloud 
Orton, Olive Harriet, Princeton 
Oslund, Agnes Estell, Milaca 
Ostrom, Margaret Joyce, Elbow Lake 
Palm, Ardis Edla, Grove City 
Palq, Ina Aline, Kinney 
Papm, Lauretta Marie, Chisholm 
Parent, Edith, Parent 
Parent, Florence, Parent 
Patrow, Mary Elizabeth, Effie 
Paul, Veronica Agnes, Sauk Center 
Paulson, Ida M., Dassel 
Paulson, Mirriam, Dassel 
Pavlik, Margaret Anne, Buffalo 
Peckham, Blanche Alleene, Elk River 
Pederson, Jeanette, Chokio 
Pederson, Pearl 0., Spicer 
Perlowski, Edythe B., Sauk Rapids 
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Peters, A. Leone., Atwater 
Peters, Margaret E., Hibbing 
Peterson, Anna Elvera, Ironton 
Peterson, Edi a Christine, Warren 
Peterson, Ethel Marie, Nelson 
Peterson, Evelyn Lillian, Holdingford 
Peterson, Hazel M., Little Falls 
Peterson, Mabel F., St. Cloud 
Peterson, Ruth Mathilda, St.Paul 
Petrusic, Anne L., Crosby 
Peura, Tyne, Winton 
Picha, Martha Lillie, Hopkins 
Piekarczyk, Ann, Minneapolis 
Piesinger, Rose Louise, Le Seuer Center 
Pilkington, Frances C., Minneapolis 
Plehal, Mabel Ruth, Hopkins 
Pollock, Dorothy Jean, Royalton 
Pomeroy, Juliet Minerva, MinneapoJis 
Posawad, Pauline R., St.Paul 
Powers, Marion Lauretta, Morton 
Probasco, Joy Ellis, Hillman 
Prosser, Maxine Leone, Olivia 
Pulkrabik, Irene Hazel, Brainerd 
Purdy, Nona Margaret, St.Cloud 
Putnam, Dorothy Jane, St.Cloud 
Putzke, Edythe M::iry, Barnum 
Quitney, Jennie S., Lowry 
Rackliff, Marie Genevieve, Stacy 
Rae, Margaret Irene, Jasper 
Raen, Sophie, Minneapolis 
Raiskio, Aune S., Aurora 
Rajkowski, Josephine A., Rice 
Randolph, William W., Beaver Creek 
Ranger, Lois Eudell, Pelican Rapids 
Reed, C. Mary, Nelson 
Reichert, Dorothy Anne, Long Prairie 
Reid, Opal May, Sauk Rapids 
Reier, Ida Henrietta, Stillwater 
Renebo, Odella, Belgrade 
Richards, Dorothy Eileen, Sandstone 
Richter, Aelene Faust, Albany 
Ridge, Dessie Eunice, Bethel 
Rieder, Esther Lydia, Delano 
Rik, Ruth, Atwater 
Riley, Evelyn Delight, Westport 
Rinehart, Eva V., Parkers Prairie 
Ripon, William Alton, Mapleton 
Roach, Violet, Eagle Bend 
Rodekuhr, Clara Lillie, Deer Creek 
Rogers, Harold S., Anoka 
Rogne, Agatha, Montevideo 
Rohl, Louise Jane, Pillager 
Romo, Olga Harriet, Granite Falls 
Rooning, Lillian Anna, Iron 
Root, Anstis Laura, Hutchinson 
Rorer, Lillian Mae, Minneapolis 
Roscoe, Frances Mae, Lake Benton 
Roscoe, Kathryn, M., Lake Benton 
Rosenberger; Ruth M., St.Cloud 
Rousseau, Ardoth Lita, St.Cloud 
Ruikka, Ina Anna A., New York Mills 
Rupner, Ruby Angelus, Edgerton 
Ryan, Helen Cecilia, Corvuso 
Rykken, Clifford Bertram, Willmar 
Ryther, Lucy Ellen, Park Rapids 
St. Arnold, Myrtle M., Monticello 
St. Lawrence, Clara 0., Loman 
Saari, Ingrid Marie, Hibbing 
Sahlstrom, Joseph Francis, Milaca 
Salter, Blanche Ellen, Anoka 
Salverson, Helga Christine, Milan 
Sampson, Mabel Marion, St.Paul 
Samuelson, Lila Viola, St.Cloud 
Sanger, Theresa Marie, •Motley 
Sankovich, Mary Cecelia, Keewatin 
Sarff, Van Ward, Browerville 
Sartell, Vina Lucinda, Sartell 
Satterstrom, Hazel J., North Branch 
Schaefer, Eleanor E., Hinckley 
Schaefer, Fae Nora Camille, Renville 
Schendel, Verla Viola, Bellingham 
Schlafle, Susan, Hinckley 
Schmidt, Olga Anna, Stewart 
Schmitz, Aloysius Otto, St.Cloud 
Schneider, Hildegarde, Austin 
Schneider, Marie A., Hastings 
Schwartz, Margaretha, Vesta 
Schwegler, John, Albany 
Seanger, Laurence John, St.Cloud 
Seibel, Helen Lucile, Montrose 
Senn, Lois Ruth, St.Paul 
Senton, Margaret H., Minneapolis 
Shaw, Clarice Marie, Cambridge 
Shoemaker, Arline Jeanette, Wendell 
Shogren, Adele L., Minneapolis 
Shutt, Marguerite Odessa, Granada 
Sidney, Louise, Minneapolis 
Simonitsch, Loretta M., Burtrum 
Simpson, Eunice Jessie, Elbow Lake 
Sister M. Godfrey 0. S. B., Paynesville 
Sister M. Macara 0. S. B., St. Joseph 
Sjodin, Esther Marie, Grasston 
Skarston, Georgia J., Minneapolis 
Skoglund, Della A., Parkers Prairie 
Skovdahl, Elvera M., New London 
Smedstad, Myrtle E., Starbuck 
Smith, Evelyn M., Minneapolis 
Si;nith, Helen Marshall, St.Cloud 
Smith, Joyce Marie, Minneapolis 
' smith, June May Mary, Minneapolis 
Smith, Loraine Elizabeth, St.Paul 
Smith; Lucile Agnes, Little Falls 
Soine, Lou Ella Christine, Iron 
Solseth, Delores Ruth, Montevideo 
Solstad, Ethel Louise, Alexandria 
Sommer, Bertha N., Hancock 
Speiht, Marie Bertha, Glenwood 
Spencer, Myrle Elva, Zimmerman 
Spray, Doris Ethel, Kimball 
Springer, Margaret M., Brainerd 
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Stack, Elizabeth Dorothea, Sartell 
Stahler, Ann Mary, Alberta 
Starner, Ruth Leota, Elbow Lake 
Stay, Ottena C., Bemidji 
Stege, Edwin R., Perham 
Stephens, Bertha Mae., Melrose 
Stern, Eva Linea, Minneapolis 
Stevens, Irene Lucille, Hanley Falls 
Stonmark, Avis Crowgey, Chisholm 
Storeby, Regina, Montevideo 
Stordahl, Arnold Clayton, Jasper 
Storlie, Jennie Caroline, Paynesville 
Streeter, Lloyd Arthur, Westbrook 
Stribling, Florence, Anoka ' 
Stukel, Gertrude E., Virginia 
Stumvall, Clarence Joseph, Becker 
Sturm, Josephine Agnes, Granada 
Sturnick, Helen Edith, Alexandria 
Sutherland, Eldora Belle, Hasty 
· Sutherland, Stacia Alma, Hasty 
Swain, Florence Edna, St.Paul 
Swanson, Alice Mary, Aitkin 
Swanson, Anna Elizabeth, Hector 
Swanson, Lillian Ruth, Minneapolis 
Sweeney, Margaret, St. Louis Park 
Swenson, Emma M., Grandy 
Swenson, Roiger Lester, Brooten 
Swenson, Martin T., Brookside 
Sykora, Dorothy L., Westbrook 
Tait, Margaret Lucille, Minneapolis 
Tangen, Bertha, Minneapolis 
Taplin, Marie, Elk River 
Taylor, Marjorie Belle, Elk River 
Telford, Ruby F., Willow Lake S. D. 
Telkamp, Josephine M., Montevideo 
Terwey, Henry M., Avon 
Thalin, Evelyn Victoria, Sandstone 
Thiede, Magdalene, Fairmont 
Thoma, Isabel Elizabeth, Little Falls 
Thompson, Arvilla Ethel, Porter 
Thompson, Elmer Clarence, Porter 
Thompson, Lillian N., Minneapolis 
Thompson, Ray S., Hancock 
Thompson, Vera Ella, Truman 
Thoreson, Nina, Henning 
Thornton, Alice B., Sauk Center 
Tighe, Alice Mabel, Brewster 
Todd, Laura Rosanna, Luverne 
Toemmes, Viola, Regal 
Togstad, Evelyn Pearl, Dawson 
Toivola, Mayme Irja, Hibbing 
Tollefson, Audrey M., Lamberton 
Tollund, Dorothy F., Minneapolis 
Tordsen, Harry Adolph, Lakefield 
Torma, Sylvia Linda, Nashwauk 
Torrison, Adelaide 0., Minneapolis 
. Trageser, Elizabeth M., Pipestone 
Trane, Stella Mildred, Karlstad 
Trask, Mila Elaine, Royalton 
Tresmer, Esther, Verndale 
Trettin, Doris Helen, Stewart 
Trettin, Vera Anna, Stewart 
Turula, Alma Elizabeth, Ely 
Turula, Bertha Elvira, Ely 
Tuttle, Bessie Roberta, St.Cloud 
Twist, Luella Beaetta, St:Cloud 
Twomey, Patrick Lawrence, St.Paul 
Ulvestad, Hilda Josephine, Morris 
Untereker, Lois, Brainerd 
Upton, Mae Isabel, Sauk Center 
VanBuren, Tylena A., Raymond 
VanOrden, Catherine L., Glencoe 
VonRohl, Charlotte, St.Paul 
Vadnais, Mrs. Harold, Montevideo 
Vadnais, Monica M. G., Minneapolis 
Vandel, Luella Margaret, Leoneth 
Vener, Mary C. H., Wood Springs 
Voit, Henry John, Glenwood 
Volkenant, Ernest W., Sauk Rapids 
Vossen, Rose Mary, Watkins 
Walker, Florence A., Willmar 
Walker, Gladys J., Brook Park 
Walser, Lucille Laura, St.Paul 
Warble, Kathrine L., Park Rapids 
Washburn, Esther Mae, Monticello 
Weis, Tharsilla Gertrude, Roscoe 
Welke, Erwin Carl, Appleton 
Welke, Hattie Rau, Appleton 
Wendt, Eleanor Marie, Excelsior 
Wendt, Erhard F., Sauk Rapids 
Wendt, Lawrence H., Lakefield 
West, Vivian Miriam, Correll 
Westerdahl, Lillian Mary, Cokato 
W ettels, Anna Katherine, St.Paul 
White, Mrs. Elizabeth A., Brainerd 
Whiting, Eleanor M., St.Cloud 
Whiting, Roberta Evelyn, St.Cloud 
Whitney, Genevieve Ione, St.Cloud 
Whittemore, Dale H., Minneapolis 
Wilcox, Marlowe Le Roy, Glenwood 
Wilken, Gale H., Onamia 
Wilken, Ruby Mae, Onamia 
Willegalla, Helen Doloras, Madison 
Williams, Clem R., St.Cloud 
Williams, Muriel Adair, Pillager 
Winson, Stella A., Clarkfield 
Winter, Opal Irene, Ironton 
Wirt, Mary C., International Falls 
Wiseman, Marion L., Minneapolis 
Wohlford, Nellie Virginia, St.Paul 
Wohlford, Paul R., St.Paul 
Workman, Byron G., Howard Lake 
Wright, Blanche Isabelle, Montrose 
Wright, Evelyn Amelia, Montrose 
Wulf, Evelyn Alice, Luverne 
Wuopio, Irja Laina, Hibbing 
Yeager, Dorothea V., Brook Park 
Yeager, Fanchon M., Brook Park 
York, Ruth Hally, Westbrook 
Yost, Katherine A., Red Wing 
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Young, Eva Onalova, Henning 
Y ounk, Clara, Royalton 
Zahler, Louisa Harriet, St.Cloud 
Zaske, Leone D., Backus 
Zawadzki, Alfreda I., Brainerd 
Ziebol, Frances Louise C., St.Cloud 
Zierden, Constance Eva, Waite Park 
Zill, Gertrude Esther J., Buffalo 
Zini, Rita Olive, Eveleth 
JUNIOR CLASS 
TWO-YEAR COURSE 
Adler, Marjorie, St.Paul 
Ahlin, Harry Evert, Proctor 
Akins, Lenore J., Minneapolis 
Albright, Ruth Lauretta, Foley 
Althaus, Robert Fredric, Wahkon 
Anderson, Ardis, Princeton 
Anderson, Elsa W., Cloquet 
Anderson, Hazel L., Clarissa 
Anderson, Lulu J., Granite Falls 
Anderson, Mabel Carolyn, Litchfield 
Anderson, Marion Eleanore, St.Paul 
Anderson, Thelma A., Stillwater 
Anderson, Verona Blanche, St.Cloud 
Anderson, Viola Bernice, Clarissa 
Arends, Rachel K., Maynard 
Arnestad, Selma Bestjna, Echo 
Arny, Amelia Elizabeth, Newport 
Ashley, Dorothy Jean, Kerkhoven 
Bach, Mary Joan, St.Cloud 
Bachmann, Eda C., Young America 
Bachmann, Luhring M., Hamburg 
Backstrom, Fred Vernon, Barnum 
Bakeberg, Mabel A., Howard Lake 
Bakeman, Ethel May, St.Cloud 
Bales, Lois Vadra, Austin 
Ballou, Olive Pauline, Barnum 
Bannister, Betty Ruth, Stillwater 
Barrett, Wilfred, St.Cloud 
Behrens, Evelyn Sophie, Excelsior 
Bennett, Verona Mary, Lowry 
Berg, Alfhild Josephine L., Benson 
Berhow, Alice Harriet, Fertile 
Besonen, Anita Evelyn, Kimball 
Betts, Burnetta Isabelle, Chokio 
Bischoff, Martha, Freeport 
Block, Julianne, Pierz 
Blombeck, Elvera Marie, Bertha 
Boerger, Juletta E. M., St.Cloud 
Borgendale, Helen L., Montevideo 
Borson, Ruth, Granite Falls 
Brambrink, Margaret R., St.Cloud 
Brechner, Fae, St.Cloud 
Brennan, Jack P., Hackensack 
Brennan, Joe W., Hackensack 
Brennan, Margaret C., White Bear 
Brobst, Helen Alicia, St.Paul 
Brohaugh, Lyleth Adair, Erskine 
Brooks, Ione Gladys, Willmar 
Brophy, Kathleen, Alexandria 
Brosvig, Borghild Josephine, Sedan 
Broten, Mildred Marie, Litchfield 
Bryant, Frances Mabel, Monticello 
Bryant, Mona Evelyn, Monticello 
Bryngelson, Evangeline, Callaway 
Bursley, Irene Marie, St.Cloud • 
Busse, Hazel Leone, St.Cloud 
Calgren, El Dora Marie, Cokato 
Cameron, Dorothy Lavina, Hewitt 
Canton, Anna Jeanette, St.Paul 
Carey, Ruth Elizabeth, St.Paul 
Carlson, Florence Olive, Virginia 
Carlson, Viola B., Watertown 
Carlson, Violette E., Kerkhoven 
Carpenter, Evelyn Eletia, Kimball 
Carson, Verna Edith, St.Paul 
Carter, Martha Elizabeth, St.Cloud 
Caswell, Fanny R., Eden Valley 
Cater, Lyle Wilton, St.Cloud 
Caughren, Mary Elizabeth, Osakis 
Chambers, Marjorie T., Swanville 
Christen, Lidwina Kathryn, Albany 
Clark, Muriel Caro)ine, Gladstone 
Clifford, Alice Elizabeth, St.Cloud 
Cline, Bernice Imogene, Kimball 
Cohen, Mildred Minnie, St.Paul 
Colby, Josephine E., Northfield 
Cole, Margaret Elizabeth, Sartell 
Colletti, Edward, Ely 
Colletti, Madeline, Aurora 
Collins, Margaret E., Minneapolis 
Condon, Alice Ellen, Hopkins 
. Corrigan, William J. Jr., Frazee 
Corron, Isabelle Caroline, Elk River 
Cunningham, Ethel Mae, Hopkins 
Dahlquist, Ruth Geneva, Akeley 
Davis, Josephine Joan, St.Paul 
DeGrood, Dorothy J., Onamia 
DeGrood, Marie Johanna, Onamia 
DeLeary, Bernice Ruth, St.Cloud 
Decker, Hilda Anna, Swanville 
Deuhs, Petronella G., Long Prairie 
Dick, Pauline Mary, Delano 
Diffendorf, Madelon Diane, Willmar 
Donovan, Kathryn P., Long Prairie 
Doty, Viola Anne May, Waite Park 
Dougherty, Grace Alice, Alexandria 
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Doyle, Esther Louise, Anoka 
Drewes, Luella H., Spring Valley 
Drexler, Marcella Rose, Brandon 
Dunkel, Rosalie M., Sauk Rapids 
Dunlevy, Ruth Alice, Minneapolis 
Dypwick, Ruth C. G., Minneapolis 
Ecker, Lillian Anna, Kimball 
Edman, Minard Parker, Pennock 
Eiken, Ella Marie, Bertha 
Ekdahl, Maude Ellen, Alexandria 
Ellis, Mildred Mary, Milwaukee, Wis. 
Elo, Martha Elizabeth, Brimson 
Emilson, Teresa Gertrude, Brainerd 
Engebretson, Edna Helen, Glenwood 
Erickson, Byron William, Milaca 
Erickson, Minnie C., Red Wing 
Erickson, Signe Sophie, St.Paul 
Ericson, Ruth Mildred, Hector 
Evert, John Michael, St.Cloud 
Farley, Jean Lillian, Hancock 
Felt, Nina Elvera, Kerkhoven 
Femrite, Norma Arena, Lowry 
Ferguson, Ruth Rebecca, Annandale 
Fessenden, Irene Isobel, St.Cloud 
Fitch, Merlin Irene, St.Cloud 
Flam, Blanche Doris, Kimball 
Fleming, Lawrence John, Chisholm 
Fleming, Verna Irene, Alexandria 
Florell, Doris Evadnah, Buffalo 
Folsom, Sadie, Taylor Falls 
Formoe, Harriette, Elbow Lake 
Fox, Dorothy May, Brainerd 
Frank, Aloysius William, St.Cloud 
Fredlund, Mildred Marie, Milaca 
Freitag, Hazel Beatrice, St.Cloud 
Fritsch, Margaret Joan, Chokio 
Gallipo, Clinton J., St.Cloud 
Gandrud, Lyla Evelyn, Glenwood 
Garland, Corinne S., Minneapolis 
George, Delphine Ethlynda, St.Cloud 
Getzhow, Helen Violet, St.Cloud 
Gifford, Elizabeth H., Warland, Wyo. 
Gilbertson, Clara M., Clarissa 
Gilfoy, Dorothy Jane, Lismore 
Gjevre, Gladstone Arnold, Hancock 
Gmyrek, Sophie Viola, Browerville 
Gohman, Walter John, Clear Lake 
Golie, Myrtle, Sacred Heart 
Goodman, Edna Mae, Paynesville 
Goodwin, Leora Agnes, Minneapolis 
Graven, Thelma Marie, St.Cloud 
Grell, Angeline Elizabeth, Pierz 
Groth, Hilda Claire, Brownton 
Grunquist, Bernice Mabel, Anoka 
Grussing, George, Clara City 
Gulsvig, Chrysanthy L., St.Cloud 
Gunter, Clarence L., Clara City 
Guppy, Martha E., Minneapolis 
Guppy, Mary Frances, Minneapolis 
Gustafson, Genevieve Helyn, Spicer 
Hall, Evy Marie, St.Cloud 
Hall, Lillian Velma, Marshall 
Hall, Nevada Violet, Swanville 
Hallan, Marjorie L., Fergus Falls 
Halverson, Esther Lavina, Hardwick 
Halvorson, Marion Viola, Hancock 
Handberg, Lucille H., Sherman, S. D. 
Hansen, Harry Louis, Hastings 
Hansen, Hazel B., St.Cloud 
Hansen, Margaret, Sidney, Mont. 
Hanson, Theone 0., Pelican Rapids 
Hartman, Natalie Beata, Ortonville 
Hartzell, Irene Viola, Russell · 
Hasu, Helen Sylvia, Gilbert 
Hegna, Marion E., Granite Falls 
Henkemeyer, Loren John, St.Cloud 
Henley, Evalyn, Keewatin 
Heraly, Evelyn Ann, St.Cloud 
Herzberg, Merton H., Annandale 
Hess, Alma Mary, St.Cloud 
Hoard, Ethel Alice, New York Mills 
Hogy, Lorna Alexandria, Cyrus 
Hoiland, Eleanore Jul, Benson 
Holdridge, Katherine Erma, Foley 
Holien, Mildred Geneva, Jasper 
Holker, Lucille Barbara, Monticello 
Holz, Arnold Julius, St.Cloud 
Holzinger, Donna Elizabeth, Hector 
Hompe, Lola Lorraine, Deer Creek 
Hoover, Vivian Lola, Dundas 
Hoppe, Marie Elsie, Waverly 
Horrisberger, Ruby A., Randall 
Houchins, Bernice M., Randall 
Houghtaling, Rhoda B., Minneapolis 
Hoverud, Marie Corella, Hancock 
Hoyt, Natalie Marion, St.Cloud 
Huddleston, Vivian I., Cottonwood 
Hudson, Wayne Charles, St.Cloud 
Hurd, Helene, Park Rapids 
Huss, Kathryn Susan, Perham 
Imholte, Collette Ann, St.Cloud 
Jacops, Roman Philip, Richmond 
Jaeger, Rose Kathryn, St.Cloud 
Jedlicka, Henrietta Mary, Clarissa 
Jennings, Harriette Anna, Morris 
Jensen, Arthur Julius, Barnum 
Jensen, Pearl Christina, Rosemount 
Johnson, Arthur Leon, St.Cloud 
Johnson, Byron Willard, Becker 
Johnson, Erma V., Grand Rapids 
Johnson, Hazel Trudella, Hazel Run 
Johnson, Lucille Harriet, Atwater 
Johnson, Myrtle Janet, Murdock 
Johnson, Myrtle Rosella, Oak Park 
Johnson, Ragnhild Agnes, Cloquet 
Johnston, Evelyn Mae, Hibbing 
Jones, Adah Irene, Foreston 
Jones, Lucile Margaret, St.Cloud 
Jorgenson, Irene M., Ashby 
Jost, Elizabeth Helen, St.Cloud 
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Kamroski, Helen Joanne, St.Cloud Mayer, Beatrice Anna, Glencoe 
Kapphahn, Margaret C., St.Cloud Mayerle, Katherine Agnes, Nashwauk-
Keating, Dorothy May, Graceville Mead, Mabel Armina, Minneapolis 
Kelleher, Agnes Mary, Savage Melin, Eleanor Irene, Atwater 
Kellner, Marie Anette, St.Cloud Melvin, Betty A., Minneapolis 
Keppers, Genevieve G., St.Cloud Mertzacker, John C., Howard Lake 
Keppers, Margaret Ann, St.Cloud Miller, Harold Eugene, St.Cloud 
Ketola, Bertha Ingrid, Crosby Miller, Idella Rose, St.Cloud 
Kinsella, Kathleen Clair, St.Cloud Miller, Mary Vivian, Alexandria 
Kittelson, Edna R., Sedan Milner, Dorothy C., Sauk Rapids 
Kittleson, Josie Regine, Proctor Mitchell, Ida Melvina, Nashwauk 
Kleber, Genevieve Roberta, St.Cloud Mitchell, James, Brooten 
Kleven, Hazel Lorine, Sebeka Monroe, Marie Agnes, St.Cloud 
Klucas, Alton Wenzel, Buffalo Lake · Morris, Lola Enid, Alexandria 
Knese, Lucile, Genevieve, St.Cloud Mosford, Marie Cecelia, Clear Lake 
Knoll, Christine Betty, Mellen, Wis. Mueller, Marie Teresa, Rosemount 
Knowles, Norma E., Grinnell, Ia. Muncy. Grace Marie, Royalton 
Knutson, Irma Marie, .Litchfield Murphy, Dorothy C., Minneapolis 
Koepp, Bernice Esther, Paynesville Naegeli, Verna Emily, St.Cloud 
Kohler, Florence Marie, Buckman Naeve, Bernice Irene, Pipestone 
Koshiol, Jerome John, St.Cloud Nagel, Irene Mildred, Boyd 
Kotula, Petronella Clair, Clarissa Nardinger, Lucy Helen, Melrose 
Krejci, Mabel Ann, Silver Lake Nelson, Clara Astrid, Minneapolis 
Krieg, Clara Marie, Sauk Rapids Nelson, Clarence R., St.Cloud 
Kunkle, Fern Aileen, Milaca Nelson, Elvinia Eleanor, Maynard 
Kutzman, Arthur Joseph, Avon Nelson, Florence M., Elbow Lake 
LaLond. Winifred G., Minneapolis Nelson, Helen c .. , Becker 
Lagowski, Bernice M., Minneapolis Nelson, Henrietta Katherine, Duluth 
Lahr, Virginia Alice, St.Cloud Nelson, Mabel Marie, Minneapolis 
Lane, Eva E., Ivanhoe Nelson, Sophie Julia, Hancock 
Larrabee, Norma Grace, Minneapolis Nelson, Violet Linnea, Robbinsdale 
Larsen, Winifred Orra, St.Cloud Newcomb, Fern Lu, Rush City 
Larson, Lillian Marie, Belgrade , Nicholls, Florence, Ely 
Larson, William B., Sauk Rapids Nichols, Genevieve E., Minneapolis 
Lauer, Cecelia Mary, Roscoe Nicholson, Elizabeth, E., Savage 
Lecy, Cora Cecilia, Echo Niskern, Eleanore D., St.Cloud 
Lee, Dorothy Hedwick, Minneapolis Noreen, Helen Violet, Buffalo 
Lefebore, Wilfrid N., Elk River Norrander, Linnea A., Kerkhoven 
Lenarz, Hilda Mary, Albany Norris, Elizabeth Ann, Glenwood 
Lerfald, Gladys Mary, Clarissa Northway, Rosalie M., Princeton 
Leskinen, Mildred G., New York Mills Nybakke, Leonora Olivia, Murdock 
Lindahl, Ethel E., Grove City O'Dougherty, Clarice M., Maple Lake 
Luby, Agnes Cecelia, Wayzata Ohmann, George Martin, Albany 
Lundquist, Edith Ragnhild,, Hibbing Oliver, Arlene Elna, Maple Plain 
Lundquist, Grace Marion, Clarissa · Olson, Agnes Julia, St.Paul 
Lusk, Muriel Ellen, Dawson. Olson, Elna Joyce, Anoka 
Lye, Stella Annette, Hazel Run Olson, Lorraine Mae, Edgeley 
McCadden, Everette, St.Cloud Olson, Mildred Clarice, Belgrade 
McGee, Marjorie A., Stillwater Olson, Olise, St.Cloud 
McGowin, Marie D., Little Falls Olson, Virginia B., St.Cloud 
McIntyre, Jean Francis, St.Paul Ortman, Malvern B., St.Cloud 
McKechnie, Ila Florence, Gilbert · Ousky, Frances Hugona, Lucan 
McKeown, Ann Marguerite, Keewatin Patrow, Mary Elizabeth, Effie 
McKibben, Thelma M., Royalton Pauls, Theresa Louise, Watkins 
McLean, Nellie Agnes, Foreston Pederson, Orla Nettie, Starbuck 
Madsen, Mildred C., Forest Lake Pederson, Pearl Eleanora, Cyrus 
Mahigan, Elvera L., Sauk Center Pederson, Vivian Gladys, Starbuck 
Maroney, Barbara M., Maple Lake Peifer, Jenevieve Catherine, Benson 
Marshall. Bernice Evelyn, Tioga Peterson, Alma Olivia, Terrace 
Mason, Merna Roma, Fertile Peterson, Anna Shatter, Buffalo 
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Peterson, ·Bertha Eleanor, Mizpah 
Peterson, Conrad Wallace, St.Cloud 
Peterson, Esther Marie C., Milaca 
Peterson, Harriet C., Lancaster 
Peterson, Irma K., Browerville 
Peterson, Ruth Eleanore,, Scandia 
Pianko, Frances A., Belle Plaine 
Pike, Mayme Caroline, Princeton 
Pirila, Edna Irene, Aurora 
Powell, Grace Louise, Elk River 
Prekker, Lucille K., Clara City 
Presseller, Anne E., Monticello 
Prudhon, Leora Oteal, Barry 
Purcell, Winifred Dorothy, Green Isle 
Randall, Luella, Paynesville 
Ranfranz, Louise C., Grand Rapids 
Rausch, Viola L., McLaughlin, S. D. 
Redding, Jay Frank, St.Cloud 
Reese, Catherine Rebecca, Crosby 
Rehak, Ruth Kamilla, St.Paul 
Reid, Jean Maxwell, Minneapolis 
Reine, Lorraine Yvonne, Brooten 
Reine, Roma Adeline, St.Cloud 
Rich, Margaret Stuart, Villard 
Riggs, Percy H., St.Cloud 
Riggs, Vivian Mae, Hewitt 
Riley, Elaine Frances, Westport 
Rime, Alice, Sunburg 
Roach, Richard William, Eagle Bend 
Roehrenback, Zelda M., Glenwood 
Rooney, Lucille E ., Brooten 
Rothstein, Marie K., Pine River 
Rothstein, Viola Mary, Eden Valley 
Rusch, Valzora Ruth, Buffalo Lake 
Ryan, Ray Vincent, St.Cloud 
Ryff, Ruth Mary, Brooten 
St.Anthony, Paul Louis, St.Cloud 
Sammons, Robert Lee, West brook 
Sanborn, Aileen May, Paynesville 
Sandell, Essie Marie, Minneapolis 
Satre, Pearl Sylvia, Madison 
Schaber, Margaret R., Robbinsdale 
Schaefer, Rose Elizabeth, Renville 
Scheuer, Crescence E., St.Cloud 
Schirber, John Joseph, St.Cloud 
Schirmer; Catherine A., Pipestone 
Schmitt, Stella Marie, Rice 
Schmitz, Vera, St.Cloud 
Schneider, Thecla Margaret, Albany 
Schommer, Anne S., Minneapolis 
Schuldt, Edna Elizabeth, Clear Lake 
Secord, Thelma Bernice, St.Cloud 
Senzek, Emil, Sauk Rapids 
Servatius, Eugenia Eva Rose, Melrose 
Severson, Gladys Marie, Osakis 
Shaske, Hope Delores, St.Cloud 
Shaw, Helen Anna, St.Cloud 
Sheldrup, Stella A., Pelican Rapids 
Sherman, Evelyn Flora, Cedar 
Sherman, Ray Sterling, Minneapolis 
Shervey, Johanna, Watson 
Shulman, Esther Roxanne, St.Paul 
Sister M. Agnes 0 .S.B., St.Cloud 
Sister M . Alice O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Alice Alcuin O.S.B. St.Joseph 
Sister M. Alicia 0. S. B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Amarita O.S.B., St.Cloud 
Sister M. Andrine O.S.B.; St.Joseph 
Sister M. Annina O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Arleen O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Bernette O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Bonovita 0.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Chantal O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Cleone O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Conchessa O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Consuello O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Dolorato O.S.B., St.Cloud 
Sister M. Dorine O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Doris O.S'.B., St.Joseph · 
Sister M. Edwin O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Egene O.S.B., Paynesville 
Sister M. Elizabeth O.S.B., St.Cloud 
Sister M. Elma O.S.B., Cold Spring 
Sister M. Eileen O.S.B., Wisconsin 
Sister M. Gerald O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Harriett O.S.B., St.Cloud 
Sister M. Hermina O.S.B., N. Dakota 
Sister M. Junilla O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M . Lambertine O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Laudine 0.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Margaret O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Marion O.S.B., Brandon 
Sister M. Mynette 0 .S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Neva O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Nolantia O.S.B., St.Cloud 
Sister M . Scholastica O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Wanda O.S.B., St.Joseph 
Sister M. Yolaine O.S.B., Brandon 
Sli:aar, Doris Evelyn, Ashby 
Skrock, Gerald Mike, Royalton 
Skucius, Alice Pearl, Hector 
Skudlarek, Alois John, Avon 
Skuza, Luverne Anna, Sauk Rapids 
Slattery, Viola Mae, St.Cloud 
Slette, Arville Lurene, Granite Falls 
Slettedahl, Stella M., Wood Lake -
Smith, Everett LeRoy, Swanville 
Smith, Maynard Dixon, Minneapolis 
Soltau, Arletta A., Camden Sta., Mpls. 
Solvie, Helen Amanda, Hancock 
Sonstegard, Manford A., Georgeville 
Sova, Walter Frederick, Sauk Rapids 
Spilman, Mary Jeraldine, St.Cloud 
Springer, Ruth Blanche, Wahkon 
Stafford, Elva Marie, Cosmos 
Stange, Adeline Amelia, Herman 
Steffes, Evelyn, Lakeville 
Stein, Inez Marie, Holdingford 
Stelzig, Roy Fred, Waite Park 
Stevens, Lois Fay, Minneapolis 
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Stevens, Maxine Louise, Cottonwood Wadhams, Evelyn May, St.Cioud 
Stimmler, Donald Joseph, Clear Lake Waggoner, Katherine Edith, Osakis 
Stish, Myrtle Gladys, Alexandria Walker, Ethelyn Edna, Montrose 
Stone, Charlotte Louise, St.Paul Walker, Gladys Juliarie, Brook Park 
Storhaugen, John 0., Motley Wall, Genevieve, Cottonwood 
Strachan, Ella E., Pelican Rapids Wallberg, Agnes Ida, Little Falls 
Strand, Inez Viola, Maynard Walter, Vera Helen, St.Cloud 
Strand, Irene Paulina, Benson Walz, Rose Martha, Watkins 
Strey, Luella Marretha, Winsted Warmbold, Elsie Anna, Minneapolis 
Stromberg, Nannie Evelyn, Milaca Warnert, Leona Ann E., St.Cloud 
Stubbs, Constance L., Monticello Weber, Caroline T., Watkins 
Sullivan, Mercedes M., Minneapolis Wedlake, Hannah Mae, Eveleth 
Svendson, Mrs. Theo., Motley Wentzel, Mary Alice, Willmar 
Swart, Lucelia May, Philbrook West, Grace Mildred, Granite Falls 
Swenson, Dorothy M., Dore, N. D. Weston, Marion Louise, Staples 
Swenson, Ha:zelle Idella, Murdock Weum, Helen Jan, Benson 
Taylor, Margaret E., Minneapolis ~ Whipkey, Hazel B., ·Round Lake 
Teigen, Mabel, Lowry · Wildes, Kathryn Lucille, Minneapolis 
Thielman, Philip, St.Cloud Williams, Frederick 0., Clear Lake 
Thompson, Violet A., International Falls Williams, Helen Lorine, Minneapolis 
Thorson, Myra Lillian, Sedan · _ Williams, Helen Mae, Long Prairie 
Tingley, Dorothy Marie, Forest Lake Williams, Vivian Janice, St.Cloud 
Tobey, Dorothy May, Osakis Williamson, Hazel L., St.Vincent 
Toppings, Ferne Melise, Sauk Rapids Winkler, Marjorie J. B., Holdingford 
Treischel, Irene Ann, St.Cloud Wire, Lona Mildred, St.Cloud 
Trushenski, William W., Sauk Rapids Witte, Irma Augusta, St.Cloud 
Tuller, Clarence M., Little Falls Wittmayer, Howard W., St.Cloud 
Tully, William Albert, St.Cloud Wurm, Bonnie M., Pembina, N. D. 
Turver, Hazel H. Mrs., St.Cloud Youngren, Wallace E., Oak Park 
Upton, Ellen Ravella, Robbinsdale Younk, Elizabeth M., Royalton 
VanGuilder, Hazel M. L., St.Paul Yunik, Clare Ann, Albany 
VanZomeren, Fanny Gezema, Chokio Zaczkowski, Antoinette, Melrose 
Valley, Mildred Rose, St.Cloud Zdunek, Edith Barbara, Sauk Rapids 
Varani, Edele Adeline, Eveleth Ziegler, Stanley, Dassel 
Vasaly, Cecile Frances, Little Falls Zieske, Earl R. ; Walnut Grove 
Vegdahl, Betsine Julie, Spicer Zimkoski, Allene Leota, Granite Falls 
Vincent, Luella Mae, Kimball 
FIVE-YEAR COURSE 
FIFTH YEAR 
Brown, Emily C., Alberton, Mont. 
Erickson, Ida Albertina, Nelson 
Gilman, Beulah G., St.Cloud 
Hall, Lilly von Levern, St.Cloud 
Bilder, Mollie Esther, St.Cloud 
Johnson, Annette G., Alexandria 
Nilsen, Anna P., Moose Lake 
Olson, Edla Carrie, Randall 
FOURTH YEAR 
Grunewald, Emma E., St.Cloud Thorson, Lillian Katherine, Hawick 
THIRD YEAR 
Corrigan, Frances Evelyn, Parent 
Mondloch, John B., Freeport 
Murn, Frances R., Sauk Rapids 
Schmidt, Julius, Elrosa 




Barrett, Veronica Frances, St.Cloud 
Engebretson, Alice Marie, Sartell 
Hansen, Cora Geer, Little Falls 
Herberg, Mabel M., Minneapolis 
Lahr, Joseph, Paynesville 
McCann, Alice Lauretta, Litchfield 
Mitchell, Gertrude F., Brooten 
Schneider, Emily Cathryn, Albany 
Teders, Clara Catherine, St.Cloud 
Theisen, Anton, Watkins 
FIRST YEAR 
Aiken, Ida Isabelle, St.Cloud 
DeLaurier, Lydia Ann, Long Prairie 
Hayes, Bessie J., River 
Knopke, Anna C., Buffalo 
Kuehn, Gladys, E., Cambridge 
Vigen, Ottelia, New London 
Vincent, Amy C., Swanville 
Weismann, Henry I., Cold Spring 
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